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•'
FOREWORD TO MISS KUZMINSKI'S THESIS

NOTE BY EXA.i\1Di'ER

"''

In the typing of this thesis, propei indention of
run-over lines in the inserted quotations of poetry was
not observed.

As a consequence, it is not readily apparent

(especially in free-verse examples) where a line of verse,
as written by the poet in his own text, begins and ends.
The reader of this thesis is accordingly advised not to
copy or use the poetry quotations given here without
verifying then in the texts of Whitman and Sandburg,
references to Which are given in the accompanying footnotes.

I

December 15, 1943

...
Introduction
The purpose

o~

this thesis is to make a comparison of the

..;

poets Wh1 tman and Sandburg in regard to the similar! t7 of
qualities in their prose and poetry and the forces that were
instrumental in producing these

qualit~s.

First,the outstanding

incidents in their lives will be considered in order to explain
the likenesses

o~

their works

art.

o~

their characters and the resulting effects on

A comparative study of the economic and social aspects

o~

their respective eras will reveal a similarity of purpose and
attitude in the warks of both poets.
After a thorough consideration of these external influences,
the dominant themes, espec1all7 democracy and human1t.,, will be.....
explained and illustrated by citing corresponding examples from
the prose and poetry of the two poets.
In add1 tion, the sim1lari ey of the s t7le, form, and language
of the two writers will be analyzed, conclusi vel7 proving that
Sandburg is the only contemporary poet, who consistently expresses, more than any other modern poet, the older poet's ideas
and conceptions of a native, American style and diction.
After a summarization of the above factors governing the
poets' lives and works, the differentiating characteristics will
be enumerated and exemplified.

In conclusion, their contribution

to American culture and their positions in American literature

••

will be discussed with a view toward the future growth and
development of native poetry.

••
Contents
chapter I

....

Introduction; the historical, econo~c, and social
backgrounds of Wh1 tman' s and Sandburg's eras as they
influenced their experience and thought; a comparison of
their lives; the effect on the character and quality of
their works.
_.,
Page 1-14
Chapter II
A comparative evaluation of the works of the writers
in literary values and aesthetic attributes; the importance
of their contributions to American literature; an estimate
of the position and relationships held by the two authors
among American writers.
Page 15-24
Chapter III
A study of the basic principles underlying their prose
and poetry; the outstanding elements of h1~n1ty, democracy
and Americanism in themr, the differences of approach to
these themes.
Page 25-60
Chapter IV
A comparison of the technical qualities and aspects in
the poetry of Whitman and Sandburg; their metres and fol'JU;
irregularities of language and grammar; peculiar verbal expressions;_ etc.
Page 61-90

Chapter V

I

A summary of the similar! ties found in the prose and
poetry of the writers; enumeration of their opposing trait&J
possible influences of their works as a basis for future
American literature.
Page 91-103

CHAPTER I

During the thirties and forties when Leaves £! Grass (1855)
.....

was being shaped in Whitman's mind, great changes, economic,
social,and psychological,were evolving in the everyday life of
America.

Large increases in populatiot and the growth of indus-

trialism,due to the invention of the machine, were instrumental
in transforming communities that were primarily agricultural,
into rapidly growing cities replete with countless factories
and business firms.

The construction of the transcontinental

railroad and the increased use of lakes, rivers,and canals
helped to develop the spreading nationalism of the nation.
Politically, the new period had its beginning in 1828 1
when the rough westerner Andrew Jackson replaced the cultured ,,..
presidents of the preceding era and succeeded in
common people into power.

~ringing

the

In one generation, from 1830 to 1870,

the country had changed from a provincial English colony into a
young nation with a decided native character of strong individualism and a new and freer democracy.

Traditional conventions

were being disregarded and a new "unlimited democracy"l was
rising.

Noticeable historic events that influenced this trans-

formation are as follows: the settlement of the West, the
1 vernon Farrington, First Century of American Literature

p.44l

--

1

I

~--------------------------------,
~

2

•'

california gold rush of 1849, the ••<exican War, the Mormon
adventure, the continued economic nnd political differences of
sectional interests, the significant incidents leading up to
....,
the Civil War, the war itself and its unfortunate aftermath.
Consequently, these physical changes were immediately
followed by radical social and psycholqgical changes.

A small

yet powerful group of industrialists soon seized control of the
government, maintained a monopoly over the resources of the
country, and, in due time, accumulated 3reat wealth through means
just or unjust at the expense of the impoverished people who
kept growinb more destitute.
By 1870, the States had become

11

a vast engulfing

plutocracy 11 2 instead of the just democracy they professed to be.
During President Grant's administration, corruption and politi,..
cal bribery reached their peak:
name of democracy and freedom.

all this was accepted in the
Urban materialism overwhelmed

any romantic and rural philosophy that may have held sway before ,
this time.
In protest against this sordid commercialism, Wbitman in his
work sounded the theme of true democracy and proclaimed the
importance of humanity and its rights over all physical
possessions.

But his message was not recognized and his book

2vernon Farrington, Main Currents in American Thought,
p. 257.

~~'-----------------------------.
3

was regarded as an oddity.

The poet in his Dem.ocra tic Vistas

(l87l) realized the injustices and weaknesses of democracy,but
ne reaffirmed his faith in this form of government and declared
America the hope of the world.
In addition to these important changes at home, Whitman was
deeply influenced by the theory of traqpcendentalism which arose
1n England as a result of the romantic era.

The sources of thia

belief could be traced to Coleridge's prose, Taylor's translations of the Neo-Platonist classics and the teachings of Wright
and Lane,English mystics.

Frothingham defines transcendentalism

as
••• presupposing the immanence or
divinity in instinct the trans-,
terence of supernatural attributes
to the natural constitution of
mankind..3
It restated the Neo-Platonist belief in the ability of man
to perceive_,beyond the sensual and physical phenomena,that man
is essentially divine - an assumption completed by a belief in
I

the "oneness" of nature.

Reason may be transcended by the

disciplined m1nd,cleansed of materialistic tendencies,with the
result that ideal truths may be comprehended.

Man must be

considered as an individual, as a single independent being
struggling for lm,owledge of God.
3 octavius Frothingham, quoted in The Romantic Revolution
America, !!!QQ. - ~by Vernon Farrington, p. 379.

!!!

~--·------------------------~
4

John Livingston Lowes traces its origins from early times
with the convergence of the "theosophic mysticism of the Orient,
and the more esoteric tenets of Judaism and Christianity"4 with
...,
the Platonic philosophy. It is claimed that this thought was
adopted by the transcendentalists because it suited their temper
and their interests.

They were

expres~ng

an exalted and

insurgent individualism in their sublimation of instinct and
~eir

persistence in the tenet of man's identity with the

universe.

Stressing individualism in reaction to the fixed

religious creeds and social caste systems of the times)the
followers of this theory included the mystics who were the
extreme individualists.

In America,as well as in Europe,they

hoped to emphasize the creative and humanitarian attributes of
society in preference to the excessive materialistic e.nd
cial dispositions.

comme~

America's chief propagator of this doctrine

was Emerson who attracted many followers, among whom was

Whiu~~~

The poet based the philosophical thought underlying all of his
poetry on the conception of the transcendentalists.
beliefs will be discussed in another chapter.

These

But the country

was too well on its way to material prosperity to heed the

war~

ings and admonitions of any humanitarian, and continued in the
same trend of aggregating wealth.
~red Pattee, ~ American Literature, p. 2?7.

I

5

The closing nineteenth century had brought with it a new
,qest, the Spanish-American War in which Sandburg served the
~

~1 interrupted

rise of industrial aristocrats, new inventions

~ike the automobile, airplane, phonogrtph, cinema and electric~
~ty.

The success of the Exposition held in Chicago (1892)

~rought

out the importance of that city as a center of western

•

oulture, representing the new idea of greater freedom in
0 emocracy and challenging the old order of the east.
Great strides .were made in the discoveries of science in
chemistry and physics 1 as well as in the biological and
~echanical

fields.

~ntellectual

Creating a

nov~l

and more intense

attitude, science reduced man from his exalted

position to a mere cog in the machinery of economics and
~usiness.

European aristocracy had its counterpart in the large
,..,..

commercial utilities that had monopolized public and private
~ndustries.

Uncontrolled and unhampered by any legislation,

they were mercilessly exploiting humanity for tremendous
I

pecuniary profits.

The feeling was one of disillusionment and

pessimism concerning the power of democracy.
~ho

Among the writers

began to condemn these social conditions in their works

was Carl Sandburg (1878).
Like 'fl.hitman, Sandburg censures the greedy and powerful,who
cause suffering and injustice among the underprivileged.

The

social theme is common to both·writers, but is characterized by

~<

------------------------------------------------------,
6

bitterness and irony in Sandburg.

However 1 this splendid

physical progress in no way helped to enrich the native culture
of America.

From 1830 until the Civil War 1 almost all American

....,

poetry displayed European characteristics and the poets 1 though
American born, were considered English provincial poets.
At the end of the century, WhitmanJias still declaring that
only a new literature based on native background and setting
could express the American democracy.

The modern poetic move•

ment dates from October, 1912 1 the date of the first number of
Harriet Monroe's Poetry,!

Magazine~

Verse.

Some excellent

poetry had been published before this time, but the magazine
centralized all efforts, and answered a demand for a means of
expression.

Sandburg received recognition as an outstanding

poet when the magazine published his Chicago poem {1914) for

t~e

first time.
Besides the momentous public movements, certain influences
in both poets' backgrounds were shaping their character and
attitude toward life.

The Quaker traits,inherited from his

mother, instilled in Whitman belief in the Inner Light, or the
intuition of the soul, self-respect, respect for all people
because they may be in direct communication with God.

From

these convictions was derived his creed of comrade-ship and
equality.

In both his speeches and his writings, he repeatedly

credits his Dutch ancestry for his physical attributes and for

I

7

his Quaker attitude.

His hereditary love of the sea from which

he claims, he first felt the roll and heat of poetry,he draws
trom his English ancestry.
Born at West Hills, Long Island, in 1819, a place of
superior natural beauty, Whitman was

~pressed

with the land-

scape and says:
The shores of this bay, winter and
summer and my doings there in early
life are woven all through
Leaves~ Grass ••• 5
The beauty of the countryside and all connected with it is
revealed in the following selection:
The early lilacs become part of
this child.
And grass and white and red morning
glories and white and red clover
and the song of the phoebe bird,
And the third month lambs and the
sow's pink faint litter and the
mare's foal and the cow's calf
And the noisy brood of the barnyard
or the mire of the pond-side ••• 6
Likewise, Sandburg describes the rolling plains and verdant
prairies of the middle-west country surrounding his birthplace,
Galesburg, Illinois.

He eulogizes the pictorial scenes of his

5walt Whitman, "Specimen Days" in Prose Works, p.13.
6walt Whitman, "There Was a Child Went Forth11 in Leaves
of Grass, P• 119.

8

I was born on the prairie and the
milk of its wheat, the red of its
c~over, the eyes of its women,
gave me a song and a slegan. The
prairie sings to me in the forenoon,
and I know in the night I rest easy
in the prairie arms, on the prairie
heart ••• 7
.

•

He expresses his devotion to this particular rural district
1n a lyric passage:

I am the prairie, mother of men,
waiting.
0 prairie mother, I am one of your
boys.
I have loved the prairie as a man
with a heart shot fUll of pain over
love.
Here I know I will hanker after
nothing so much as one more sunrise
or a sky moon of fire doubled to a
river moon of water ••• s
Both poets, born of poor, hard-working,and unlearned
parents, were forced to leave school at an early age to earn
their own livlihoods.

Whitman in New York:and Sandburg in

Chicago consorted with the laboring classes,befriended them~and
•
sympathized with them in their misfortune and poverty. As a
result, the city,and life in all its
and a trikingly in their poems.

aspec~,is

pictured vividly

Sandburg's volume Chicago Poems

7carl Sandburg, uPra1r1e" 1n Cornhuskers p.3.
8Ib1d

-

9

(1914) is devoted to descriptions of people and places, of
experiences and observations in a great city.

The opening

selection discloses the inspiration felt by the poet of a
brutal and grimy city:
Chicago
Hog Butcher for the World,
Tool Maker, Stacker of Wheat,
Player with Railroads and the Nation's
Freight Handler;
Stormy, husky, brawling,
City of the Big Shoulders ••• 9
The writers mingled with mixed masses of humanity, and
became convinced mankind must be united in brotherhood.

This

constant close relationship with the common people intensified
their already present democratic tendencies.
In their western travels, they received the grandeur and
beauty of the vast stretches of

lan~and

reflected these

impressions in their poetry.
The fie+d of journalism appealed to them; Whitman edited
newspapers at Huntington,Brooklyn_,and New York; while Sandburg
joined the editorial staff of Lombard
Chicago and Milwaukee journals.

College,and,late~

of some

As writers,they became

interested in reform; Whitman's by-words were abolitionism and
temperance; while Sandburg preached justice for the povertystricken and exploited masses of people who, he believed, were
9carl Sandburg,

11

Chicagon in Chicago Poems, p. 3.

~-~----------------------------~
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the

vict~s

of an unjust and biased economic system.

••
As a

member of the Socialist-Democratic party of Wisconsin,he made
speeches and wrote pamphlets.

In Egoism, he exhibits traces of

....
his vehement individualistic philosophy:

I want the respect of intelligent
men but I will choose for myself
the intelligent. I love p t but I
decide for myself what is art. I
adore beauty but only my own soul
shall tell me what is beauty. I
worship God but I define and
describe God for myself. I am an
individual. The pleasure of my
own heart shall be first to inform
me when I have done good work ••• lO
Both Whitman and Sandburg lived through periods of

wa~

which acted as a stimulus for the production of poetry in
general.

Though the younger poet objects strenuously to and

ardently deplores human slaughter, portraying war only as a
means to an end, Whitman, who as a hospital attendant in a
Washington hospital for three years, witnessed bodily and mental
suffering at their worst, overlooks the elements of suffering
and distress and glories in the security of the Union.
experiences resulted in the publication

of~-

His

Taps (1866).

He said:
Without those three or four years
and the experiences they gave,
lOcarl Sandburg, as quoted in Tendencies in Modern American
Poetry by Am1 Lowell, PP• 209-10.

I

11
Leaves of Grass would not now be
existing ••• lOa
But the younger poet, endowed with a greater realism,
becomes bitter in his denunciation of war and offers no
compromise in his war poems.

As newspaper writers, the poets gained a growing interest
in social tendencies as well as in individual people.

Sandburg

was assigned to labor matters because of his thorough knowledge
of conditions pertaining to them.

He compiled a series of

articles entitled Trainina Workers

~

§! Careful,including an

investigation of safety appliances used by workers in factories.
He held interviews with the employers of labor,and attended
conferences between them and their employees.

They appeared as

the "millionairesn of his earliest poems in which he speaks of
them with mixed feelings of disdain and resentment.

His

articles included comments on strikes, boycotts,and the various
grievances of innumerable factory workers.

Sympathetically

inclined toward the oppressed, he investigated the local race
riots and published a collection of observations under the name
The

Chicago~

Riots (1919).

As a motion picture critic for a Chicago newspaper, he had
the opportunity to study the psychological effect of the cinema
a

10Walt Whitman quoted in American =----.......-;..-...
Literature =;;;;;...;;..Since -1870
by Fred Pattee, p. 181.

12
00

the public mind.

..

Again as a reporter for the stockyards

diS trio t of Chicago, he saw the poverty and the almost inhuman

conditions under which forgotten masses of people lived.
....
said:

He

I was told that seven times as many
children die in the stockyards
district as in Hyde Pari, a little
more than a mile away. I seemed to
feel that I had the sort of authentic
incident that Poe might have made
use or. out of that idea. I wrote:
The Right to Grief ••• 11
In this poem, he chooses to weep over the dead child of a
stockyards hunky rather than the dead daughter of a millionaire:
He ends:
I have a right to feel my throat
choke about this.
You take your grief and I mine -see?
Tomorrow there is no .funeral and the
hunky goes back to his job sweeping
blood off the floor at a dollar
seventy cents a day.
All he does all day long is keep on
shoving ho~ blood ahead of him with
a broom ••• 2
The two poets were deeply affected by the personality of
Lincoln.

At his death, Whitman composed four beautiful odesJ

llHarry Hansen, Midwest Portraits, p. 49.
12carl Sandburg, "The Right to Grief" 1n Chicago Poems
P• 26.

I

,..

-~----------------------------------------------------------------,
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eulogizing the Great Emancipator: uoh Captainl
familiar to every school child.

My

•'

Captainl 11 is

The Lincoln Burial Hymn, nWb.en

Lilacs Last in the Door ... Yard Bloom'd" represents the poet in
,.,,
his best form. "Hushed Be the Camps To-night" possesses beauty
and force in perfect balance.

"OUt of the Cradle Endlessly

Rocking 11 reveals the master poet with \he power to fortify and
inspire,rarely found in other poetry.
For Sandburg, Lincoln is symbolic of the new America,and
especially of the Middle West.

The foremost biography of

Lincoln,!E!. Prairie Years (1926), The!!::_ Years (194l),and Storm
~ ~ ~

(l942),represent years of investigation,and of the

gathering of direct information and historical data from sources
authoritative

and~nauthoritative.

The poet's individual

technique, his casual manner in relating incidents,his

present~

tion of people, including the martyred president, with their
weaknesses and faults serve to make the book the best biography
ever written of the great democrat.
Numerous biographies have been composed about Whitman,many
of which are prejudiced in his favor and do not reveal the true
man.

He conceded having written much material,later published

under the names of his loyal and faithful friends, who were
impressed by and remained under the influence of his magnetic
personality.
The incidents in his life,preceding the first issue of

I

14

••

es of Grass,have been carefully omitted. In his later
_ - -=-d~s
he spoke freely of his life to his editors, but little is

~av

1•1/!1Wo '

4ivu1ged of the really significant

per~ods.

.,

Fond of publicity,

·h• managed to with-hold personal facts,imparting only those

that appeared suitable to him.

No explanation can be produced

tor the transition from ordinary poems pd stories to an outatanding piece of literature.

This problem is considered as

••at baffling and the most fascinating"l3 in American
literature.

An example of this veiled secrecy is his intimation

tn a letter that he was the father of six children,none of whom

were ever seen,even by his closest friends.

Urged for an

explanation, he promised to offer facts, but died before he
ever kept his promise.
Conclusively, Whitman and Sandburg respond in the same
.anner to the powerful ever-changing forces about them.

The

lntluences in their lives, strangely alike as to background and
experience, served to mold their characters and their future
'lll'1tings.

In an America of competitive industry end physical

•alues, the two

~en

have united in laying the foundation for a

DAtive American culture.
1

p~

~ed Pattee, ! History

166.

2f

American Literature Since 1870,
-

I

••
CHAPTER II

UP to the Civil War, American

poe~ry,

...

.modelled after

exhibited no native characteristics.

The war

•ttrred the national consciousness,and created a new American
.,trit which the poets, trained in the

~opean

tradition,

tailed to understand and found impossible to express.

The

literature was dominated by a limited group of New England
aollege men,who spent much of their time in libraries or in
~arope

translating old classics.

Only after Mark Twain's

Jpnocents Abroad was published, was Europe abandoned as the
••nter of American culture.

The soft sentimentalism,

'lharacteristic of the .writings of the period, appeared totally
of expression for the new and lusty
•ountry's needs.

The war and the post-war period created a

ter democratic attitude.

"err

~

Congress, by appropriating land in

state to establish colleges, extended education to the

.._aes of people,who were the real representatives of the
The previously segregated sections of the
strange people and manners,vastly different tram the
Whitman,the prophet, alone voiced the spirit
new country, even before the war,in his Leaves of Grass.
proclaimed the book as prophetic,and in a letter to the

t called it

11

the most extraordinary piece of wit and
l5

,

••
wisdom" ••• 14 but the press l'eceived it with stern comment and
criticism.
it.

The people for whom it was written would not read

Whitman,to-day,is the most stimulating influence in
.;.,

contemporary poetry.

Yet Lowell, an exemplary American critic,

confessed that,though he read the book three times, he couldn't
see anything in it.

Only recently has chis change in attitude

taken place, occurring contemporaneously with the revival of
American poetry.
Perhaps the strongest detriment that thwarted American
writers from expressing themsslves freely was the deeply-rooted
New England puritanism.

This rigid insistence on pure, moral

standards developed first into a "religious tyranny, then into a
literary dictatorship and f1nally into the orgies of a virulent
and inhibiting comstockery,. •• n15 a
relinquishing.

state~. that, only

now ,are we ...

.This continual sermonizing and moralizing

prevented any men of talent

f~om

perceiving life in its natural

setting with its disturbances and reactions, thereby establishing false standards and destroying the real values of truth and
actual fact.

Overcoming th:ts handicap, Whitman freed the long-

l4walt Whitman quoted :tn In Re Walt Whitman ed by
Horace Traubel et al. P• 18e.--15

Louis Untermeyer,

Th~ ~ ~

!!! American Poetry, P• 7.

,

17

••

stifled emotions,and began the trend toward unconfined expression of things American by a method realistic yet imaginative.
He liberated the American poet from an enforced submissiveness
~

to a traditional culture end from a fervent regard for a
superficial poetic past.

He constructed a vigorous human world,

as against an artificial world.

By do\ng this, he started a

whole line of modern American poets.

His aim was to write of

all things pertaining to humanity in large rhythms reminiscent
of the powerful forces of nature rather than in artificial
metrics.
As a result,American poetry became more national and is
now becoming international in scope.

In

a land, where practi-

cality and scientific materialism in the mind have united to
crush any human aspirations# Whitman recalls the cosmic wonder AP
and superior majesty of the universe and the eternal mysteries
of life and death.
place

and~with

He was able to take the ordinary and common

his touch of bright personality, add grandeur

and meaning to whatever he chose to write about.

Due to Whit

American poetry has swung back to reality, vigor and strength
and has become democratic for the first time.

Appreciated and

encouraged by small groups of art patrons up to this time, it
finally began to express itself in democratic language and form.
This principle unites all the American poets who followed
Whitman.

This democratic spirit and thought required verse

I

18

rorms adequate for its varying tempo of strong emotion.

The old

poet is credited with starting the recent free verse movement,
considered by many to be his first and most obvious contribution
to poetic art.

.....

He searched for a personal rhythm for the

expression of his democratic thoughts.
Another service was his

rejec~ion

oJ

antiquated diction and poetic phrasing.

I
cliches,
including

But his spiritual

service to art was his reaffirmation of the ancient notion of
the poet as prophet, and of poetry as a religion expressing
rapturous faith.
Much of the pleasure derived from reading modern poetry is
due to the

fact~that

the old poet encouraged the use of the most

effective of languages for the interpretation of poetic thoughts,
namely, the language of the people.

There is beauty in the

casual and the occasional when comprehended with natural fervor
and original ability.

The poet challenged the insufferable

prudery of the puritans, and astounded the classicist$ of hlB era
by adopting themes from the crudities and raw experiences of the
common people.

Por the first time, a poet voiced the emotions

of an enormous and heterogenous mass of races.

In the American

Primer, in which he explains his purpose in writing Leaves of
Grass, and also clarifies some beliefs about himself, he
maintains that the book was, primarily, a tremendous language
experiment in the direction of democratic poetry.

He said1

I

19

It is an attempt to give the spirit,
the body and the man, new words,
new potentialities of speech- an
American, a cosmopolitan (for the
best of America is the best
. cosmopo±i tanism) range .of e.xpres. sion ••• 6
He added:
The Americans are going .,_to be the
most fluent and melodious-voiced
people in the world - the most
perfect users of words ••• The new
times, the new people, the new
vista need a tongue according yes, and what is more they will
have such a tongue ••• l7
Whitman's use of

e.xpressions~appropriately

thoughts,resulted in a great

powe~

suited to his

and it is due to him that the

modern poet has been liberated and encouraged to follow his own
initiative in the mode of conveying his sentiments.

In general,

the modern poet is free to respond and react to the miraculous
world about him.

...

The conglomerate mixture of races, the wonders

of countless scientific discoveries,the advance of unrestricted
thought, and the difficulties on the way to a perfect democracy,
with the beauty and brutality of the present-day world,stimulate
him and mold his poetry into novel forms with hitherto unknown
thought processes and ideas.

The poet of today, even though he

16walt Whitman quoted in ~ !!!!_!!:!; ,!!! American Poetrz by
Louis Untermeyer, p. 13.
·

I

20

attempts to reproduce some
classical age,

~tnds

it increasingly

his times.

in~luences o~

lyrical poetry

~ormulated,

di~~icult

••
o~

the

to escape the

Yet these poets have no desire to
...?

escape,and

~ind

o~~ensive,at

the world

~ascinating,even

though disgusting and

times.

The representative poet

o~

today

mid-western poetry is Carl Sandburg.
characteristics

o~

many writers

garded by many critics as the
since Vfuitman.

o~

~d

the

chie~ ~igure

in

Uniting the interests and

the present era, he 1s re-

chie~ ~igure

in American poetry

That Whitman is his master is corroborated in

Sandburg's estimate

o~

him:

Walt Whitman is the only established
epic poet o~ America. He is the
single American ~igure that both
American and European artists and
critics most often put in a class
with Shakespeare, Dante and Homer.
He is the one American writer that
Emerson, Burroughs, John Muir,
Edward Carpenter and similar
observers enter in their lists as
having a size in history and an
importance o~ utterance that places
him with Socrates, Confucius, Lao
Tse and the silver-grey men o~ the
half-worlds who left the Bhagavad
Gita and writings known most o~ten
as sacred ••• Leaves o~ Grass is a
book to be owned, kept, loaned,
~ought over, and read till it is
dog-eared all over ••• la
Rough, class conscious,and impetuously humanitarian yet
l8carl Sandburg, "Walt Whitman" in World Review Vol. III
(1926

• 57.

I
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kindlY and sensitive, he follows the old poet•s suggestion as
to choice of theme and :form.

He creates colorful and fanciful

clear-cut pictures of Chicago scenes, ranging from the lovely
><?

descriptions of lake Michigan to the grim, harsh shadows of
steel factories.

He perfects the beauty of' the lake with:

The living lighted skysc;apers
stand
Spotting the blue dusk with
checkers of yellow ••• l9
He meditates casually in "Washington Monu:mentl 11
The stone goes straight
A lean swimmer dives into night sky 1
Into half-moon mist.
Two trees are coal black.
This is a great white ghost between.
It is cool to look at.
Strong men, strong, women, come here.
Eight years is a long time
To be fighting all the t~e.
The republic is a dream
Nothing happens unless first a dream.20
Contrasting this tranquil mood, he changes to a barbaric
I

attitude in Wilderness 2l where he enumerates the animals in
11

11

his breast,and ends with:
19carl Sandburg, "The Windy City" in Slabs of' .:!?!!! Sunburnt

~P· 3.

20op. cit., p. 18.
2lcarl Sandburg, nwilderness" in Cornhuskers, P• 40.
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o, I got a zoo, I got a menagerie
inside my ribs under my long head,
under my red~valve heart ••• and I
got something else: it is a man-child
heart, a woman-child heart: it is a
father and mother and lever: it came
from God-knows-where; it is going to
God-knows-where - For I am the keeper
of the zoo: I say yes and no: I sing
and kill and work: I am a pal of the
world: I came from the ~lderness •••
In "Galootsn22 he practices Whitman's precepts,yet with a
harsh crud! ty unlike the Whi tme.n spirit:
Galoots, you hairy, hankering,
Snousle on the bones you eat, chew
at the gristle and lick the last of
it.
Grab off the bones in the paws of
other galoots ••• hook your claws in
their sleazy mouths - snap and run •••
Galoots fat with too much, galoots
lean with too little, galoot
millions and millions, snousle and
snicker on, plug your exhausts, hunt
your snacks of fat and lean, grab
ott yours •••
Nothing in Whitman reflects the class hatred of the younger
poet expressed in such denunciatory terms: His democracy had a
more rational and better balanced attitude.

"Gargoyle"23

displays Sandburg's radical tendency and his antipathy towards
capitalists:
22 Ibid., P• 27
23 Ibid., p. 128

I

••
I saw a mouth jeering. A smile of
melted red iron ran over it. Its
laugh was full of nails rattling.
It was a child's dream of a mouth •••
so•ever, like Whitman, the poet il sensitive to spiritual
s-••111'... ••.........

s, to reflections on mysticism,and to the strong forces
But the rise of the Middle West in American

•

means the addition of vigor,vitality,and strength,
•

to the brutal realities of common themes.

Secondly, it

the growth of uncultured and rough Americanism.

The new

establishing a modern industrial democracy in
tolerance and justice are supreme,emphasize the America of
common

~,whose

cause must be recognized, if the greatness

country is to endure.

Morally, the poets desire greater

The poetry is virile, human,and national,yet some of
harsh, aspiring,and revolutionary.

In the adulation of

~

,and the appeal of might and power, in the ardent desire
a righteous democracy,whether social or economic, the new
The literature will be greater when
c~udities

a

~ore

and the vehement language have time to settle down

controlled and refined expression.

ln conclusion, the force and meaning of Leaves

2f

Grass and

the majority of Sandburg's works are obvious and their
on American literature is apparent, but it is difficult
any final posi tiona to the two poets.
writers in a new field

Whether they

whether they are among the

I
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•'

greatest poets of all time,or whether they picture their times,
are questions of impossible solution at the present time.
ruture will give the poets their deserved positions.

The

With the

....

years, respect for Whitman grows and he is being better understood and appreciated;. the same may be true of Sandburg.
The increase of interest in poetry.,. and its enormous revival
may be preparing the way far the master poet.

The form may

become freer by introducing a greater variety in the number and
length of syllables in the foot, in rhythmic phrasing, in tempo,
in movement,and the many requisites of poetry.

Scientific

research is taking place in the laboratories of the nation's
universities to discover new possibilities in speech rhythms,and
to transform poetry into a scientific art.

But the results of

...

mechanizing poetry seem very doubtful because scientific treat-

' expression of his inner emotions must be a failure.
ment of mana

I

••
CHAPTER III
In

stating his purpose in writing Leaves of Grass, 'Whitman

proclaima,as his one

..;

and

continuous theme,the religion of

humanity - an ideal of fellowship among men,with no consideratio
for birth, class or education.

SecondlJ,he states the destiny o

"These States", the great republic which he predicts as coming t
perfection in the future.

Thirdly, he portrays a representative

of this democracy in himself, as a poet with a deep sympathy for
the condition of all mankind.

Finally, he decides to lay a

foundation for a new era in literature by introducing new forms
and sources on which to construct this literature.

Believing

that great literature expresses the thought of a nation and is
indicative of its era, and thatJat the same time,it is

dominate~

by a definite spiritual quality, Whitman, perceiving no representatives of such a poetry as he is describing in the American
scene, attempted to be the first poet to write it.

Whitman-thus
I

announced himself as not only a prophet of a new age of
enlightenment and love, but a prophet of a new spirit and quali
in poetry itself.
Sandburg is Whitman's disciple in following the leadership
of these two principles.

Like the old

poet~he

has developed

contemporaneous American themes, that include the land human
labor, great cities, powerful industries,and the ordeal and
25
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aspirations of the common man.

Both poets portray men and women

as they are, realistically, with all their faults, virtues or
weaknesses,without glorification of the privileged set,who wield
power because of class and position.

Both poets have dedicated

themselves to developing,in its fullest sense and possibilities 1
the Art of Democracy.

Democratic Art requires the following

condition: it must have freedom of choice as to style, form and
subject, observing the important principle that everything in
nature and man is poetical when comprehended by an artist who
can feel and interpret it.
The two poets have pursued this course in that they draw
no lines and make no distinctions; the virtuous and the

crimina~

the wealthy and the impoverished, the exalted and the condemned
are the objects of their attention.

They found their material

and their inspiration in the America with which they came in
direct contact.

The physical and social America is the

ground of their poetry.

bac~

They record American life in all its

forms and phases, including the many occupations, its desire for
equality, the

divini~

of man,and the supremacy of native

American traits; One of the chief reasons why they are universal
in their sympathies is that they have assimilated within

the~

selves a point of view concerning the cosmos that is so
significant in giving a spiritual harmony to all the essential
parts of the universe.
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Regarding the personality of the author himself as the
central unity of the book around whom is constructed

a sequence

of incidents, complete and incomplete, the poet endows it with
the quality of mysticism.

To him, the earth is celestial and al

pertaining to it must be considered as such.
I believe a leaf of gra~ is no
less than the journey-work of the
stars,
And the pis-mire is equally
perfect, and a grain of sand, and
the egg of the wren,
And a tree toad is a chef-d'oeuvre
for the highest,
And the running blackberry would
adorn the parlors of heaven ••• 24
Whitman repeatedly identifies

~self

with all persons and

things in his conception of unity of the universe.
Sandburg expresses this same thought when he says,
Child of water, child of air fin
thing and wing thing ••• I have lived
in many half worlds myself ••• and
so I know you ••• 25
His continued puzzled questioning reveals no feeling of
security or positiveness.

In Slabs

.2f , 2 Sunburnt

~,

he

meditates on nature, God and man with wonder and awe but in the
end, he remains uncertain, perplexed,and bewildered.

The

2 4walt Whitman, "Walt Whitman" in Leaves of Grass, p. 39
25carl sandburg,

11

Flying Fish11 in Smoke ~ Steel, P• 189.

I
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recognition of the divinity or all things causes Whitman to feel
a deep sympathy for the lowest and the most destitute members of
society, the poverty-stricken, the slaves, the d1seased,and even
the

degrade~:

ne

..;

invites all men to his feast:

I will not have a single person
slighted or left away,
The kept-woman, sponger,.th1ef
are hereby invited,
The heavy lipp'd slave is invited,
the venerealee is invited

~~=~~ ~~:!1~~ ~~ed;;~~~~~~8

be-

His friend shall be a condemned man:
He shall be lawless, rude, illiterate,
he shall be one condemn'd by others
for deeds done ••• 27
His compassion extends to his degraded friends with whom he
identifies himself:
I feel I am of
those convicts
myself,
And henceforth
them- for how

them - I belong to
and prostitutes
I will not deny
can I deny myself ••• 28
I

In like manner, when he says,
Not till the sun excludea.you do I
exclude you ••• 29

-

26vfalt Whitman, "Walt Whitman" in Leaves of Grass, P• 25.
'

27Ibide 1
28

Ibid~
29

I

P• 258
P• 318

Ibid. I p. 319
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He includes the woman of the s treats with sincere poetic
sympathy.
True to his creed, he addresses the decent, rich people of
......

the North when they approved the Fugitive Slave Law:
I am the hounded slave, I wince at
the bite of dogs,
Hell and despair are upo~ me, crack
and again crack the marksmen ••• 30
and,
I do not ask the wounded person how
he feels, I myself become the
wounded person ••• 3l
Not only must man be treated as a brother but he must be
given all the advantages of the arts and education.

Allideas,

poems, music are for him, the average man, portraye·d by the
poet's personality.

The poet is convinced that in this life,

the soul is connected with the body, so that it reflectathe
advantages or disadvantages of the body.

In this life, it is

the link between the soul and the outer world.

The physical

body is of mystic value to Whitman as the divine holder of the
human soul.

Deeply impressed by revealing scientific

discoveries regarding the evolution of this earth, he

c~cludes

that man~ of necessity, has within himself links of the outside
world.

He traces the development of :men out of the elenents in

30Ibid., P• 48.
3

~Ibid., P• 49.

I
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biS poems.

..

He bases his philosophical thought on the conception

that a close relationship exists between personality and
external objects.

Far from being an egotist, Whitman is merely
..?

proclaiming the superiority of all humanity over all material
substance when he sings the song of nMyself.u
Ylhitman•s religion and philosophy

~ay

be summarized by a

study of his poem "Chanting the Square Deific 11 3~ in which he
analyzes the

11

Divine Ideal."

The "Square Deific" is what the

individual man thinks and feels,when proceeding from within the
"I" of tp.e poet's philosophy, thus forming his idea of the
universal spirit.
poet's beliefs.
11

Divine Ideal."

The poem is fundamental in comprehending the
He considers four conceptions as vital to his
The first is that of relentless destiny and un-

avoidable truth. He says:
••• I am Time modern as any,
Unpersuadable, relentless, executing
righteous judgments ••• 33
He reaffirms his beliefs in the conclusive results derived
I

from the scientific investigation of matter and fact.

The

second side represents consolation and healing,best represented
by the Lord Christ, Hermes and Hercules:
Many times have I been rejected
taunted, put in prison, and crucified;
and many times shall be again,
32walt Whitman, nThe Square Deific" in Leaves of Grass,
p.425.
33Ibid.

31

All the world have I given up ror
my dear brothers' and sisters' sake,
for the soul's sake ••• 34
.
His third conception represents revolt and evil as necessar
.....

and indispensable.

The poet believes that dissension and mis-

understanding are part of the fabric of the human soul; that Law
founded on science, kindness,and evil

~e

derived from an ever-

lasting spiritual source, or "Santa Spiri ta'~ He draws the conclusion, that man, whether worthy or unworthy, is a part of the
universe and,therefore, in his unrestricted and impassioned
optimism, is to be regarded with love and admiration due to a
divinity.

He completes the square with the element of truth,

"the solid, the most solid"35 unifying all things and forming
the basis for his three preceding conceptions.

Thus the Square

Deific constitutes his idea of religion, which is identified
11

a~

the Cosmic Enthusiasm, the day of a new spiritual day.n36
Confident and secure in his strict belief that man is

linked to the universe in many different ways, Whitman
philosophizes that nothing on earth is doomed to complete
annihilation.

He merely reiterates the great scientific truth

of the present age, the Law of the Conservation of Energy,
34Ibid., p. 426.
35Ibid., P• 427.
36John A. Symonds, Essays Speculative ~ Suggestive, p.48.

I

32
imPlying that the destruction of an atom
to another rorm,without loss.

or

..

energy transforms it

His optimistic attitude

~s

apparent when he says:
.....

I laugh at what you call
And I lmow the amplitude
He repeats this thought

or

dissolution~

or

time ••• 3

immortality, baaed on philosoph!

•

cal knowledge and acientiric conviction,and,reinforced by his
own personal faith,he rejoices in many of his poems at the
prospect of death.
The "Death Carol"38 in 11When Lilacs Last in the Door-yard
Bloom•du typifies this delight of the poet at the approach of
'

inevitable death:
Come, lovely and soothing Death,
Undulate round the world, serenely
arriving, arriving,
In the day in the night, to all to
each,
Sooner or later, delicate Death.
Prais'd be the fathomless universe,
For life and joy, and for objects
and lmowledge curious.
And for love, sweet love - But praisel
praisel praisel
For the sure-enwinding arms of coolenfolding Death.
Over the
Over the
over the
prairies

tree-tops I float thee a songl
rising and sinking waves myriad fields, and the
wide;

37walt Whitman, "Walt Whitman" in Leaves of Grass, p. 27

-

38Ibid., P• 410.

I
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Over the dense - pack'd cities all,
and the teeming wharves and ways,
I float this carol with joy, with
joy to thee, 0 Deathl •••
Sandburg discloses none of this cheerful philosophy.

His

outlook is pessimistic and he sees nothing beyond this life.
All beauty,as well as life,is transient.

The poet admits its

certain destruction and reveals a feeling of sadness when he
says:
••• cried over beautiful things,
knowing no beautiful thing lasts ••• 39
But death fascinates him and is soothing and grati£ying:
Death is a nurse mother with big arms.
'Twon•t hurt you at all; its your
time now; you just need a long sleep,
child; what have you had anyhow
better than sleep ? ••• 40
Yet, joy and happiness are attainable only on this earth
when the common people become cognizant of the sacred duties of
citizenship:
If the working people knew the platitudes of politics as they know the
intricacies of base-ball, the kingdom of heaven would fall through
the sky and settle impalpably on
the earth like a vast airship ••• 41
39carl Sandburg, "Autumn Movement" in Cornhuskers, p. 16.
40carl Sandburg, "Death Snips Proud :Men11 in Smoke ~
Steel., p. 60.
4lcarl
Poetry b

quoted in Tendencies in Modern American
p. 210
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••

The poet pictures a world in which materialistic forces and
competitive business wield the supreme power over human souls,
a.

condition which disturbs him deeply.

In "Happiness""2 he
..?

proves that joy of life is unknown to learned men and famous
executives, yet a few simple people at a picnic discern its
character.

In nFellow-Citiz:ensn~3 a li18Jrer of musical instru-

ments "had it all over" Chicago's millionaires and boisterous
poll ticians::
Anyway he is the only Chicago
citizen I was jealous of that day •••
Thus is evolved the fundamental underlying principle of
democracy in the works of both writers.

While Whitman is

convinced that humanity is sacred and must be regarded with
respect and devotion, a doctrine proceeding from his belief in

...

the unity of the universe, Sandburg concludes that democracy and
humanitarianism must be practiced on this earth because of the
fUtility of death.

In this distinctive manner of pointing to-

wards democracy through death, he conveys the thought that since '
all people are leveled by death, it would be sensible to practic
kindliness and democracy in life.

He describes John Brown's

grave as
42
carl Sandburg, "Happiness" in Chicago Poems, P• 20
43 Ibid., P• 47.

35
Roam for Gettysburg, Wilderness
Chickama~a on a six foot stage of
dust ••• 44
Huntington, the deceased railroad magnate, "sleeps in a
....
nouse six feet long ••• u45 dreaming of ten thousand men saying,
nyes, sir; 11 while Blithery, one of the ten thousand,also sleeps
in a similar house and dreams of
Huntington.

answe~ng,

'iYes, sir" to

Rank and position hold no meaning in death.

The "Illinois Farmern46 must be buried with respect in the
same prairie with whose winds he struggled so laboriously.

He

closes:
The same wind will now blow over the
place here where his hands must
dream of Illinois corn •••
Each man must be valued as an individual .. end each one must
be acknowledged his place.

Tombs hold the bodies of Lincoln,

~

Grant,and even the beautiful Pocahontas yet
Take any streetful of people buying clothes and groceries, cheering a hero or throwing confetti
and blowing ten horns - tell me
if the lovers are losers - tell
me if any get more than the loversin the dust - in the cool tombs.47
44carl Sandburg,
45Ibid., P• 53.
46 Ibid.,

P• 18.

47 Ib1d.,

P• 120

11

0ld Oswatomie" in Cornhuskers, p. l25.
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Aside from their humanitarian belief based on scientific
deductions, the two poets display a deep sympathy for the poor
and unfortunate.

Whitman possessed an inherent love of man,
.....

while Sandburg writes so effectively of the difficult struggles
of the lower classes with whom he mingled for many years.

By'

definition, the true poet reflects the,piritual life of his
times but,conscious of injustice and evil, he,at times,writes in
protest against the cruelties of modern civilization.

He feels

pity for the laborer who toils daily with no other prospect
except continuous work, filth,and privation.

The harsh city

with its brutal methods destroying· beauty and crushing human
souls saddens him.

His sympathy includes the beggars,who find

happiness in such little

th1ngs,and~likewise 1 the

profligate rich

who build useless palatial residences, organize powerful
business corporations, and leave fortunes to be used f'or the
care of their tombs.

A fence is built around a stone house to

ward off unwanted people,yet
Passing through the bars arid over
the steel points will go nothing
except Death and the Rain and
To-morrow ••• 48
At times, Sandburg's feeling becomes so bitter at the unfairness of social conditions that his writings carry tones of
satire and irony.

Yet, he satirizes individuals only in their

48carl Sandburg, "The Fence 11 in Chicago Poems, P• 32.
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officia~

capacities, not as human beings.

•'

He employs violent

slang in addressing a hypocritical evangelist, questioning his
right to speak of Jesus:
You come

"'...

••• tearing your shirt.ye~ling about Jesus
Where do you get that stuff?
What do you know about Jesus?49
Describing the

~ong

buria~

•

of the unknown

so~dier,

he scorns and

ridicules important officials and high-ranking personages.
Ironic scorn is revealed in

11

Soup"50

I saw a famous man eating soup.
I say he was lifting a fat broth
Into his mouth with a spoon.
His name was in the newspaper
that day
Spe~led out in tall black headlines
And thousands of people were talking about him.
When I saw him
He sat bending his head over a plate
Putting soup in his mouth with a
spoon •••
The poet directs his social satire against communities as
well as against individuals.

Kalamazoo City represents the

cities of the country,with all their coarseness and vulgarity.
The sins of Kalamazoo
••• are neither scarlet nor crimson.
The sins of Kalamazoo are a convict
49~., p. 61
50carl Sandburg, "Soup 11 in Smoke

!:.!!£ Steel, p. 35.
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..

gray, a dishwater drab ••• 5l
and
Kalamazoo kisses a hand to something far-off.
·
We're here because we're here is
the song of Kalamazoo •• ..-52
is typical of a big city.
There is good in all the people who inhabit these great
cities, the poet is certain.

...

He cites the ease of the

professional dynamiter, with whom he dines, who never mentions
his oecupation,and who prefers to be remembered as a man loving
children and laughter.

He reveals the tragedy of a man whose

official work is destroying his really human tendencies in

11

The

Hangman ·at Home. n53
Bitterness is the keynote of a poem in which he chooses his
right to grieve over the death of a child of a stockyard's
hunky than over the death of a millionaire's child.

......

He has been

criticized for this attitude>and branded a propagandist for this
biased position,but only an individual,who had experienced this
hopeless poverty,dared speak in this manner.

The poet explains:

•••William Stanley Braithwaite
talks about my propaganda. Even
it were propaganda, could he not
recognize the defeated artist soul
crying out against these wrecks,
51 Ibid., P• 49.
52~., p. 50

53Ibid.

P• 47

I
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these misshapen hulks of houses;
huge ugly buildings that he has to
pass day by day, the output of a
purely utilitarian age that has no
beauty, no joy in it - buildings so
hopeless that you have to see them
only at dusk or by moonlight to get
any poetry out of them ••• 54
His sympathy becomes more inclusive in his later book, The
People~ {1936}.

Now it is no longe~ individuals and

communities, but whole masses of people on whom injustice is
being inflicted:
The
for
for
for

people, yea - sold and sold again
losses and regrets - for gains,
slow advances,
a dignity of deepening roots ••• ss

In characteristic violent language,he denounces the
perpetrators of one kind of injustice:
What is to be said of those rare and
suave swine who pay themselves a fat
swag of higher salaries in the same
year they pay stockholders nothing,
cutting payrolls in wage reductions
and layoffs? ••• s6
Man is entitled to earn his living, yet many men are

deprived of the right to work because
Stocks are property, yes.
Bonds are property, yes.
5~arry Hansen, Midwest Portraits, P• 51.

55carl sandburg, The People
56Ibid., P• 268.

'!!.!, p. 218.
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..

Machines, land, buildings are
property, yes.
A job is property
no, nix, nah, nah ••• L57
In comparison, the difference between Leaves of Grass and
~

People, Yes is
primarily a difference between a
visionary imagination ~ a realistic
one, between a prophet, who deals
in the racial and social aspects of
humanitarianism and a historian who
handles the specific facts of
industrial life and labor ••• sa
Both poets extend their humanitarian element to wars.

Sandburg portrays the su£ferings of soldiers wounded 1n battle
with an undercurrent of bitterness.

The dying soldier is just

one of those
••• sixteen million men chosen for
shining teeth,
Sharp eyes, hard legs
And a running of yo~ warm blood
in their wrists ••• s9
whose fate the poet deplores.
justify no

war~and

His "War Poems" (1914-15)

picture it as a means of slaughtering

innocent humanity.

The unknown soldier is

57Ib1d., P• 77.
58Marton D. Zabel, Literary Opinion in America, pp. 410-411
59carl Sandburg, "Killers" in Chicago Poems, p. 85.
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The boy nobody lmows the name of The buck private - the unknown
soldier The doughboy who dug under and died
When they told him to - that's h~.60
..?

Whitman spent three years as a hospital attendant,witnessing the agony of wounded and dying soldiers.

During this time,

he made six hundred visits or tours in.the hospital camp,and
comforted about 100,000 maimed and suffering men.

Sometimes he

slept or watched there several nights-in succession, ministering
to their spiritual and physical wants, serving Northerner as
well as Southerner.

Despite his direct contact with the horrors

of war which he depicts in Specimen Days, he evinces no
particular bitterness or partiality toward any class of people.
When a national monument had been erected at Salisbury,
North Carolina 1 to mark the spot where about 12,000 soldiers were

....

interred in trenches, he questions:
•••but what visible monument can
ever fittingly commemorate that
spot? ••• 61
I

Depressing as may be his heart-rending descriptions
presented by the poet in his diary, military displays and
rousing parades stir and inspire him.

One of these demonstra-

tions in Washington on June 29, 1863, he designates as

11

the most

60carl Sandburg, "And So Today, 11 in Slabs .2!, ~Sunburnt
West, p. 20.

-

6

lwalt Whitman, "Specimen Days" in Prose Works, P• 80.

inspiriting of all war's shows ••• 62
Human suffering he minimizes for the sake of the future of
IIThese States."

Military power is a necessity for the greatness
..?

of the United States, but, he claims, that efficient
by the government is still lacking.

organiza~on

The poet contradicts him-

self when he fails to justify his accepiance of military might
and prowess with the pitiful misery of the soldiers and the
civilian population.

Sandburg exhibits this inconsistency when

he glories in man-made cities with their towering sky-scrapers,
yet pities the lot of the poor masses who have made possible
their existence.

Fundamentally, the plight of suffering mankind

affectsboth poets deeply,and they plead for brotherhood and
equality which 1 they are confident, must come in the future.
Social and economic ills will disappear when men regard each

•

other as brothers and equals.
The destiny of America as a great nation depends not on
material wealth but, necessarily, on the character of the people
who constitute the nation.

The people possess great power, but

they do not realize this fact as yet.
exploited, they

11

Temporarily swindled and

move in a fine thin smoke, the people yes ••• u63

Abolishment of class

distinctio~,

and the realization that men

62Ibid., P• 39.
63Q;;l Sandburg, The PeoEl~ ~~ P• 22.
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a.re equal by God,and "belong to the same big family ••• u6t will
ma.ke the ideal nation.

Sandburg employs God and Lincoln to

disprove of class and race discrimination.

Lincoln comprehended

'"?

rtthe feel of' the American dream 11 65 and argues that"if' God made
one set of' men to do all the eating, he would have given them
only mouths.
only hands.

Another class)that did

a~

the work,would possess

But,all the people are made alike and are entitled

to the same terms.

Whitman professes this uniformity:

By Godl I will accept nothing which
all cannot have their counterpart
of' on the same terms ••• "66
and Sandburg repeats in almost the same words:
What I ask for myself, I want you
to have on the same terms. We are
made of the same stuff'. We are
going the same way ••• "67

....

The great humanitarian Lincoln is revered by both writers.
Whitman saw him in Washington and describes him "as the
cormnonest

ll ''with
man~8

a deep,latent sadness in the expression11 69
I

64Ibid., P• 57 •
65Ibid., p. 137
66
Walt Whitman, "Walt Whitman" in Leaves 2f. Gras.s, p. 31.
67carl Sandburg, quoted in Tendencies ~ Modern American
Poetry by Amy Lowell, P• 212.
6f\valt Whitman, nspecimen Days 11 in Prose Works, p. 43.
69Ibid.
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in his eyes.

After his death, he offered some comments as to his

personal estimate of the martyred president.

He contended that,

as a product for future .American biography, he is "the greatest,
best, most characteristic, artistic moral personalityn.70 He was
not faultless, however, but his character showed "honesty, good...
ness, shrewdness, consciencett7l and, an as yet hardly-known
trait of Unionism.

He predicted the immortality of his name as

the saviour of the Union, and that respect for him will increase
with time.

All Americans, who venerate their country, will re-

gard him

the ideal democrat.

as

Unfortunately, the future of

America is made secure through the death of people from all
ranks of life,including that of the highest individual, the
president. Quoting the opinion of a northern soldier, who was a
personal friend of the president, he described him, "as the best,
the fairest, the truest man in America,n 72
Sandburg responded to the older poet's prophesy by
compiling the best biography of the president known in America.
It is the epic poem of America, of the humble people who braved
the wilderness, of the early settlers of the Middle West,
of the first towns to be established in this industrial center
of the country, and of the rough, crude, and

-

7 2rb1d., P• 74.
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almost barbaric,pioneers from which the great president rose.
·The setting is the physical America of Sandburg's midwest
country, of its valleys, mountains, rivers and prairies.
later volumes, the

war

The

..?

Years, depict real, genuine characters)

who occupy official positions or hold no positions at alltand
whose moral attributes are not of

super~or

quality.

Contrary to

public opinion, the Great Emancipator was not without flaw,and
is portrayed as human, indecisive,and wavering,during the first
years of the war,and destitute of loyal friends and advisers.
The events in the biography are recorded in diary-like form
and only in a limited number of places does the poet break
through the narrative:and

soliloquiz~.

One instance occurs

after his Gettysburg address is conceded to have failed dismally
in its purpose.

Sandburg remains with the reader on the field ...

of the dead and sings:
The blue haze of the Cumberland
Mountains dimmed till ,it was a blur
in a nocturne. The moon was up and
fell with a bland, golden benevolence
on the new-made graves of soldiers.73
The result is considered the finest requiem for dead Union
soldiers since Walt Whitman's "When Lilacs Last in the Door-yard
Bloom'd."
Boi7a poets regard Lincoln a,s a symbol of the American

73carl Sandburg ~~Years, Vol. II, p. 476
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Both poets regard Lincoln as a symbol of the American
people, as representative of the democratic idea, a product of
the American inheritance and
western frontier.

environment~and

typical of the

.....

Sandburg pictures him as a great American

democrat,reflecting the thoughts and emotions of the common
people of the new nation.

The poet

re~firms

his faith in the

people who produced Lincoln,and on whom rests the future of the
American civilization.
known places.

The real makers of history came from un-

The poet, himself, is a product of the same

prairies as Lincoln, a fact that makes him competent and wellqualified to write about him.

Both are champions of the common

people.
Sandburg writes this history of the American people
dramatically, simply, humanely,and devoid of the conventional

~

technique of the fact-seeking historian,who uses foot-notes and
sources.

His purpose in writing the biography was not to

describe proved and recorded incidents in the president's life,
but to present him as he really was created 1n the changing
American scene.

He said:
I wanted to take Lincoln away from
the religious bigots and the professional politicians and restore
him to the common people, to whom
he belongs ••• 74

74Holger Lundbergh, "Carl Sandburg" in American Scandinavian Review, Vol. XXVI (1938) P• 51.
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Thus has Whitman's prophecy in regard to Lincoln been fulfilled.

He, also, comprehended the president's most difficult

predicament.

Not acquainted with him personally,and having no

"'"
direct contact with him, he, nevertheless,
appreciated the
democratic and humanitarian principles that influenced him in
his great and momentous decisions and
destiny of the nation.

~at

guided the future

Abandoned by his friends, even scorned

and despised by many, alone in many instances of indetermination,
vexed by petty politicians, who sought position and glory at his
expense, the great man rose above all and triumphed in his final
decision, true to his inherent convictions.
his fame is becoming more universal.

A2so with the years,

Not only is he regarded.as

a true American by Americans,but is looked upon as a symbol of
humanity and democracy by the world and as the end or goal
ward which all peoples are striving.

to-~

Whitman could only mourn

his passing 1for the results of his labors were as yet unknown
and not obvious.

Bitterness of war feeling,and unsettled post-

war conditions that existed for many years employed the energies
of the people,so that only decades later could his motives be
understood.
The element of interest in society leads the poets to paint
vivid pictures of the common people in their various trades and
professions.

11

Poem of Joys"75 expresses Whitman's delight in

75Wal t Vihi tma.n, "Poem of Joys'' in Leaves of. Grass, P• 289
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descriptions of the diversified occupations indulged in by
workers.

11

The Sleepersu76 extols the beauty of laborers in re•

pose, whose souls are identical, although their occupational

.;

interests represent differing types.

His examples are general,

but Sandburg offers specific cases, delineating the conglomerate
masses of humanity, living in a great
fish crier, who

11

c~y

like Chicago.

"A Jew-

dangles a herring", is "evincing a joy identical

with that of Pavlowa dancing ••• u77
He possesses the power to present what he has seen for the
reader to interpret:
Twenty men stand watching the muckers
Stabbing the sides ~f the ditch
~fuere clay gleams yellow,
Deeper and deeper for the new·gas
mains,
Wiping sweat off their faces
With red bandanas ••• 78
Even the smoky background of a steel factory forms a
panorama of colorful scenes in which the workers mingle their
blood into the making of steel.

The poet is able to weave

fantastic beauty into the steel smoke:
Smoke of the fields in spring is one,
Smoke of the leaves in autumn another.
76rbid., P• 9o.
77carl Sandburg, "Fish Crier" in Chicago Poems, p. 18.
78Ibid., P• 21.

-
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Smoke of a steel-mill roof or a
battle-ship funnel,
They all go up in a line with a
smoke stack,
Or they tw1st ••• in a slow twist •••
of the wind.
,. .,
If the north wind comes, they run
to the south.
If the west wind comes they run to
the east.
By this sign all smokes
each
other.
Smoke of the fields in spring and
leaves in autumn,
Smoke of the finished steel, chilled
and blue,
By the oath of work they swear. "I
know you~ ,.79

fnOW

A tragic note is introduced when he fuses human blood with
the manufacture of steel:
A bar of steel-it is only
Smoke at the heart of it, smoke and
the blood of a man.
A runner of fire ran in it, ran out,
ran somewhere else,
·
And left- smoke and the blood of a
man

And the finished steel, chilled and
blue ••• so
The poem ends in a lyric tone in which the wind attracts
our attention to other fields.

The love of humanity theme and

the poet's artistic lyrical qualities unite to form one of his
finest poems.

The Mayor of Gary is wearing ncool cream pants •••

and white shoes, and a barber had fixed him up with a shampoo
79carl Sandburg, ••smoke and Steel" in Smoke ~ Steel, p.3,

ao~., P• 4 •
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and a shave and he was easy and imperturbable though the government weather bureau thermometer said 96 and children were soaking their heads at bubbling fountains on the street corners •••"81.
A

....
few lines later, he employs his deft use of contrast in

picturing "workmen wearing leather shoes scruffed with fire and
cinders, and pitted with little holes ftom running molten
steel ••• n82 Both poets concur that social iniquities will be
remedied when the people realize that they are supreme.

The

future of the nation depends on the people's power to control
the unscrupulous and money-greedy members,who seek to despoil it
Their highest aspirations for world security are founded in
America.
The spiritual

~ssion

of the country is not based on ancien

or foreign grandeurs but, as Whitman implies on "the grandeurs

...

of thine own ••• "83 But, though
Far, Far, indeed stretch our vistasl
How much is still to be disentangled,
freed ••• 84
81Ibid. 1 p. 25.
82Ibid.;
8 3walt Whitman, nsong of the Universal," in Leaves of Grass
p. 517.
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The American destiny is the object and purpose of the
writer's thought,and provides for the ultimate triumph of the
democratic man.

But there are many factors that are detrimental

to this realization of a perfect democracy, one of which is the
tyranny of surplus materialism.

The industrialization of the

nation had created an obnoxious

fendal~ystem

between the barons

of industry and the common people, a condition directly opposed
to the ideal conception.

Democratic Vistas (1871) deplores this

growth of sordid materialism.

The low moral tone, destroying

the spiritual wealth of the country, was adding to the destruction of the democratic principle,but the poet refuses to
surrender the ardent faith engendered in him during his early
life and sang of America as the symbol of the visionary utopia.
Likewise, Sandburg, especially in

~

People,

~~

claims

that~

the entire world unrest and turmoil is caused by the continual
duping of the masses by a privileged and powerful set of
pillagers.

He questions:

I

Can you bewilder men by the
millions with transfusions of your
own passions, mixed with lies and
half lies, texts torn from contexts
and then look for peace, quiet, goodwill between nation and nation, race
and race, between class and class?85
In place of the ancient monarchs, "muni tiona and money

kings the war lords and international bankers the transportation
85Carl Sandburg, The

Peo~~e

Yes, p. 273.
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and credit kings the coal, the oil and the mining kings the
price-fixing monopoly control kingan86 assert authority.

The

poet is at a loss to explain this mania for physical possessions
.....

for it may reaul t in degeneracy and "too much money has killed
men and left them dead years before burial ••• a7
The brotherhood of man must become• an actuality for the
whole world.

There should be

11

a United States of Europe and

later a United States of the World ••• naa for the people will
live as long as time.
In addition to themes involving social relations and

influences, the two poets devote a·conaiderable portion of their
wri tinge to pure lyricism.

America' a colorful natural setting

is transformed into beautiful rhythmic poetry.

Twice, Whitman

traveled extensively; the first time to New Orleans,down the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivera,and back by the way of Chicago and
Niagara, and the second time,when he spent sixteen weeks in ten
thousand miles of western travel,including the Rocky Mountains.
The sights and sounds of American cities, prairies and fields
impressed themselves permanently on his mind.

But most of all

he was devoted to Long Island, his fish-shaped Paumanok and his
86Ibid.,
87Ibid.,

P• 278.

P• 18.
88Ibid., p. 240.
-
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birth-place, West Hills.

He records his playful adventures

along the sea-shore, clam-digging, bathing, eel-catching, gather
ing sea-gulls' eggs, sailing to the eastern end of the Island)
.....

where he spent many hours by an old lighthouse,viewing the
Atlantic Ocean.

He gained a "plentiful acquaintancen89 with the

hills, meadows and beaches.
nature in Leaves of Grass.

-

He

transmi~s

this familiarity with

But his contact with the sea caused

him to refer to it very frequently.
In the same strain, Sandburg born on the prairies of the
great Middle West exalts the country of his birth throughout his
poems.

Wagons, plows, horses, wigwams, haystacks, and smoke-

stacks1form the topics for much of his lyric

poet~J,

portrayed

realistically and authoritatively by the former prairie rambler.
The sea also has a place in Sandburg's poetry,as exemplified

by~

"North Atlanticu90, but this aspect of nature does not appear as
frequently as in Whitman, who can paint a farm picture as
dextrously as the younger poet:
Through the ample open door of the
peaceful country barn,
A sunlit pasture field with cattle
and horses feeding,
And haze and vista, and the far
horizon fading away ••• n9l
89walt Whitman, "Specimen Days", in Prose Works, p. 14.
90carl Sandburg,

11

North Atlantic 11 in Smoke ~ Steel, p.l8

9lwalt Whitman, "A Farm Pitcture 11 in Leaves .2f Grass, p.360.
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Unquestionably, however, the sea receives the most important emphasis and dominates all of Leaves

2f

Grass.

Even as

a boy, the poet desired to write a poem about the sea-shore,

'""
"that suggesting, dividing line ••• blending
the real and the
ideal ••• u92 Later,when this inclination waned, he would take the
sea not as a theme but as "an invisible._inf'luence, a pervading
gauge and tally ••• "93

He concluded telling of a memory that

haunted him for years at intervals:
A stretch of interminable whitebrown sand, hard and smooth and
broad, with •••
the ocean perpetually, grandly,
rolling in upon it with slowmeasured sweep, with rustle and
hiss and foam and many a thump as
of low bass drums. This scene,
this picture, I say, has risen
before me at times for years.
Sometimes I wake at night ~d can
hear and see it plainly •••
This is the
various forms.

11

influence" in Leaves

£f.

Grass.

It appears in

There are pictures of steamers leaving the port,

harbor poems like "Crossing Brooklyn

Ferryi~

and others of its

kind, mid-ocean selections as "In Cabin'd Ships at Sea, 11 inspire(
lines on the f0amy trails of ships, descriptions of yankee
92walt Whitman, "Specimen Dayan in Prose Works, p. 95
93Ibid.
94Ibid.

-
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clippers racing under sky-sails, of sail-boat regattas on the
bay, of fleets of ice-boats, fanciful takes of ships wrecked at
sea or cast on the rocks, repetitions of old naval battles, a
.....

recollection of the Great Eastern swimming up the bay, poems on
fishermen with their nets, on clam-diggers, on Columbus, on
bathers at the sea-shore, on beautiful :cenery from Montauk
Point,and on the flash and thunder of violent ocean storms.
He wishes in 11 A Poem of Joys 11 95
0 to go back to the place where I was
born,
To hear the birds sing once more,
To ramble about the house and barn
and over the fields once more,
And through the orchard and along the
old lanes once more.
0 to have been brought up on bays,
lagoons, creeks or along the coast,
To continue and be employ'd there all
my life,
The briny and damp smell, the shores,
the salt weeds exposed at low water,
The work of fishermen, the work of
the eel-fisher and cl~fisher,
••••••••• • •• • ••• • •
In winter I take my eel-basket and
eel-spear and travel out on foot on
the ice •••
Another time in warm weather out in a
boat, to lift the lobster-pots where
they are sunk with heavy stones { I
know the buoys) •••
Another time mackerel-taking •••
Another time fishing for rock-fish •••
Practically all of Whitman's best poetry is concerned with
95walt Whitman, "A S~ng of Joysn in Leaves

.2£

Grass, p.29l.
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the sea in same way: "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry," "When Lilacs
r,a.st in the Dooryard

B~oom•d,"

"OUt of the Cradle Endlessly

Rocking" are typical.

He exhibits a profound understanding and
...,
knowledge of the contrasting moods of the sea. Even in his poems
on comradeship, he uses the sea as the background for his ideal
friendship.

Elsewhere,he portrays AmerJca (Democracy) as a ship

and President Lincoln as captain,

(0

Captain&

MY

Captainl).Kore

manifest and significant is WhitlllBll • s use ot the sea to portra7
life after death in at least ten of his poems,including "Passage
\

to India", "Joy, Shipmate Joy", "New Fin4le to the Shore.". The
departure from life is illustrated·by a ship:
Joy& shipmate joy&
Pleas•d to mJ soul at death I cry;
our life is closed - our lite
begins;
The long, long anchorage we leave,
The ship is clear at last - she
leaps&
She swiftly courses from the shore;
Joy& shipmate - joy&96
All nature appeared facinating and mysterious to Whitman,
but the sea, intangible,
as life after death.

li~id,and

vast intrigued him as much

Though nature in all her aspects is used

as a theme by both poets, Whitman was the first poet who
deliberately put the industrial city into poetry on the basis
that all life is poetic.
96Ibid., P• 490.

Whitman was as thoroughly familiar
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with New York as Sandburg is acquainted with Chicac;o.
Broadway Pageant,"

"Crossing Brooklyn Ferry", and

11

In

11 A

Mannahatta,"

the older poet attempts to picture the manyMsided life of
America's largest city.
when he writes of

....

Sandburg has the same purpose in mind

11 Chicago 11

1

"The Windy City", and "Smoke and

Steel."
Many writers question the use of industrial life, machinery
and factories as proper material for poetry.

Others agree that,

since the majority of the people live in towns, and that our
civilization is industrial and is based largely on the
intelligent use of machinery, the city theme must find expres•
sion in the poetry of the people.

The greed, ugliness, and

commercialism, of most large cities are to be deplored,though
Sandburg uses these themes effectively.

For both poets,

every~

...

thing in life is touched with beauty, and examples of sheer lyric
beauty occur repeatedly throughout their works.
ttvvhen Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd" is soft, lilting,
and dreamy; Sandburg pictures a tender day-dream in
Cover me over
In dusk and dust and dreams
Hear me and cover me
Bringers of dusk and dust and
dreams ••• 97
From the most trivial of objects, the poet derives an
97carl Sandburg, "Bringers" in Cornhuskers, P• 108.
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ephemeral beauty:
Yellow dust on a bumble - bee's
wing,
Grey lights in a woman's asking
eyes,
~
Red ruins in the changing sunset embers;
I take you and pile high the
memories.
.
Death will break her clafs on
some I keep •••
His belief that ephemeral things are the only everlasting
things is repeated in "Wind.flower Leaftt
This flower is repeated
out of old winds, out of
Old times
The wind repeats these, it
Must have these, over and
Over again.
Oh Windflower so fresh,
Oh beautiful leaves, here Now
again.
·
The domes over fall to pieces
The stones under fall to pieces
Rain and ice wrecks the works.
The wind keeps, the windflowers
keep, the leaves last,
The wind young and strong lets
these last longer than stones ••• 98
Sandburg's approach to the humanitarian theme is based on
his own daily experience in his contact with the sufferings of
the poor classes of people.

He excels in this respect and in

98carl Sandburg quoted in First Impressions by Lelewellyn
Jones, PP• 62-3.
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hiS individual use or coined and newly - accepted words and
phrases, his retelling of American folk songs, and his thorough
lmowledge of social conditions.

He is the outstanding
...?

representative of the modern life theme in native American
poetry.

On the other hand, Whitman refers to humanity in a

general and abstract sense.

Detailed and individual daily

•

experiences do not interest him,but apostrophes, ejaculations,
and exclamations to nature and the abstract theme of brotherhood
abound in his writings.

Yet the younger poet's deep sympathy

and kindred feeling for the injustices of distressed mankind are
so bound up in emotion that reason is overlooked, argument is
avoided and no solution of the perplexing public problem is
proposed or even hinted at.

strains of irony, humor, pity,

lov~

and sarcasm mingle in his various poems as he cites individual

....

examples of human greed, self-love and denial of justice,but
never does he accept a concrete and responsible attitude in spitE
of his sincerity of purpose.

His conclusion infers an endless

faith in the power of the people and a hope that they will overcome all obstacles some time in the future.

At times,he is

confused and asks questions,but always concludes by affirming
his honestbelier in the potentialities of the public.

socialism

is scorned as propaganda and a temporary fad and all the other
11

isms 11 have no place in his plan whatsoever.

No concrete social

belief forms a basis for his charge of social wrongs.

I
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The humanity theme, first introduced by vYhitman, affords
immense possibilities for exploitation in the still unknown
realms of

poetr~

but the new poet of humanitarianism will
~

possess a rational view point in regard to the problems of
society.

I

..
CHAP'l'ER IV

Present-day poetr.f ia not necessaril'J d1tferent from that of'
....
a centur)r ago. !here 1a a strong reaction against the poetic
standards of the n1neteenth centu.17, but such reactions occur 111
poetr, as well as in the other arts.
ment has attracted lll8ll7 followera.

~e

modern free verae move-

'lhe writers of tree vez-ae

disregard meter, tne accepted difference between poetr,r and pros

Rb7tbm is necesaa%"y' but prose also has a rhfthm wb.i.ch,at times, it
is ditficul t to differentiate from that of poetrJ'.

Over two

thousand years ago,Aristotle admitted that poetry differs t.rom
prose in another way besides Jll8ter.

The prose poems of Osaiah

are the best known and moat famous of the earl7 examples of tree
verse.

Dryden emplo7s mixtures of trochaic, iambic, and

anapestic feet in his ode almost as freel7 as Whitman and
Sandburg do.
Long before Whit:man,poeta like Tei1117son, Long!'ellow,and
I

Lowell used alliteration 1n place of rbJ,me witn no set number of
syllables 1n each line.

RbJme is not found in classical Latin,

and very rarel7 in Eaglish poetry until after 1066.

Classical

meters have been used since Elizabeth's time to avoid rb.ple and
the iambic stress.

Longfellow's hexameter 1n Evapseline ia based

on tne Latin and Greek conception that quantity and not accent ia
important, tbus giving the effect of tree verse.
61

JUst before

...
Wbita.n•s Leayes 2t Grass (1855)" Jfatthew Arnold wrote rb:ym.eless
poema similar to tree verse. Whitman ,himself, used the rhythms
of the EngliSh Bible of Ossian and William Blake.

Blake believed

.,....,

that :meter f'oraed as auch of a restriction as rbJme.

Be said,

I therefore produced a variet,r
in every line, both of cadences
and number of syllablesi Bverr
word and eveey letter i stu.di.ed
and put into its fit place; the
terrific numbers are reserved
tor the terrific parts, and the
prosaic for interior parts: all
are necessar,- to each other.
Poetr,y Fetter'& Fetters the
Human Race& ••• 9
But Blake's poetr.J received no recognition until fifty

~ears

after his death and then he was not ered1 ted aa the originator of
tree verse. 1lh1tman star ted the trend and popularized its uauage
His new metrical feature was the rejecting of both meter and
rhyme when the older poets discarded each separatel7.

It is

genera117 conceded that the reason for his rebellious reception
was due to his use of strange and newl,- compounded la.aguage and
I

not because of his disregard of meter and rh1me.

Ian,- critics

condemned Whitman's poetr,- because their literarr tastes were
derived from and nurtured on the standards of Xeata and TennJson.
A poem by Sandburg or Whitman would arouae their complacent
senaes and theJ would deny it a place 1n the poetical

catego~.

99william Blake quoted in An Introduction to Poetrz b7 Ja7
Hubbell and John Beat7. P. 370 -S71~
-
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aut,today,the two writers are acknowledged as leading poets even
though they do not conform to set rules.

Free verse is printed

1n the way it is to be read\and the sentences are divided so
.....

that the pauses come at the end of l.ines.
Bl.1aa Perryl.OO cites foUr prevalent t,ypes ot tree verse:
a) What 1s printed as :tree verse if onl7 prose made up ot
rhythms that are heard when the poem is read aloud.
b) Sometimes prose rhythms prevail. even tb.OUSh some
rbythma of verse are included. "Song ot the Exposition by Whitman is typical ot this type.

reco~zed

c) Again verse rhythms are dominant and some metrical teet
occur irregularl,-. Whitman's "Song ot Jqselt" 1s constructed in

this manner.

d) F1nall:J', both verse rhythms and metres are used regularl,in different combinations which conceal or disrupt the metrical
scheme.
Because Wh1 t:aum was the poet ot .American democracy, poet17
1tsel1' had to be democratic,and rhyme and meter had to be dis- ..
carded.

The copaon people were to be the heroes of American

poetr," and these poems were to be written tor them.

Untortunate-

1,-, though his poe'trf was intended tor the average man, it was
onl7 read b7 cultured Englishmen as t7PicaJ. ot the new America.
His popularity in foreign countries convinced.tb.e Americana that
he muat be recognized.

Bngliabaen,like Swinburne and Rossetti,

commended him as well as Bm.erson. and ThoreaJa,who praised him.
'fo fUrther understand the poet's treatment of fora, hie
lOOiJliae Perry, Poetz:z!B General, P• 207.

I

preface to Leaves

~

Grass (1876) otters an explanation when he

says,
Jl;y form has strictl7 grown .troa

rq purports and facta,

~

the analogy of them •••!Ol

and claims no artistic standard whatever.

is

He wants to create an

atmosphere and asserts that his goal is.suggestiveneaal

I round and finish little, it
anything; and could not conaistent17
w1 th rq scheme. The :reader will
alwa7s have his or her part to do
as mu.ch aa I have had lline •••102
His purpose has been
not to carrr out in the approved
strle aaae choice plot of fortune
or misfortune or tan07 or tine
thoughts or incidents or courtesies
all of which has been done overwb.elm1ngl,- and well probabl7
never to be exceeded ••• but to
contorm with and build on the
concrete realities and theories
of the universe turnished bJ
science and henceforth the onl7
irrefragable basis for anything,
verse included - to root both
Uatluences in the emotional and ·
iMaginative action of the modern
tilll and dominate all that precedes
or oppose tne.a ••• los
His

~lan

of form so outlined he concludes:

lOl.walt Whitman, "Pretace to Leaves ot Grass" 1876 1n Prose
Works, P• 287.
102walt Whitman quoted 1n .American Criticism by Norman
Foerster, pp. 176-?.
-------·-----··-···--- . --------------------103lbid_.

I

..
:lo one will
verses, who
ing thea as
perf'ormance

ever get at .,.
1nsis ts upon 'Yiewa 11terar.r
or attempt at such
perf~ce or as a1m1ng --~~
toward art or esthetic~ ••• lOI

In conformance with the above standards and ideas, Wh11aaan

becomes the moat unique &Dd original of American writers in fora,
in thought, and 1n expression.

So ful.lJ•asaured is he of the

American destinJ and its importance 1n the field of literature as
well as in other arta,that he formulates plans as to the tuture

of American poetr.y and the poets who will compose it.

He asserts

that
the Americans ot all nations at
time upon the earth, have
probabl7 the fullest poetical
nature ••• l05

anr

and that
the United States themaelvea
are easent1all7 the greatest

poea••• l06

'lbe new Aaerican poets :mnat brea;tt with all tradi tioa and

create new poetr,J based on American traita,aDd the common .an is
to be glorified replacing the aristocrat of the old world.

'l'b.e

poet IIU8t be a lover ot buman1 tJ, ~om he will enshrine and extol

·-

104Ib1d.

l05wfaJ.t Whitman, "Preface to Leaves of Grass" (1855), p.263.

l06Ib1d.

I
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in all his works w1 th the "art of art- the glo17 ot expression
and the sunshine of the ligbt of letters, simpliciii'J' ••• nlo7
-

'

In the above d1scuaa1on, I have attempted to give a general
idea of Whitman's basic conception of

fQr.m.

Bow his verse will

be examined more apecitica117,and the various aspects of ita
aechanical qualities will be considered:

But, before this is done

it will be interesting to note the strong influence, whether
direct or 1ndirect,Wh1tman exercised upon tbe contempor&rJ'
writers ot verse, especiall7 Sandburg.

In at'Jle and subject

matter he bas intluenced almost all modern poets.

Be inapired

them to write upon American themes in unconventional language.
He demonstrated how industrial cities and modern lite could be
portrayed in poetr,r with beautJ and interest,and how tree verse
could be used to the best advantage.
Sandburg uaea ..tree verse to tb.e exclusion of the regular
forma and is a propagandist for it.

lie sa,-s tb.at it comes

"natural to htm" and is part of his nature,ror,in tbis.as well aa
I

--

in all other social subjects, he is receptive to new ideas and

often has no uae tor old forms which have no place or meaning 1n
modern attairs.

Though he had read Keata,whoa he admired above

all other poets,and also Browning,whom he esteemed highl7 1 the7
never influenced him in his thought or his work.

'fhe Greek and

Latin classics,he studied superficiall7 and his works bear no
107Ibid., P• 268.

..
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evidence of their 1ntluence. He explained that
he began to express himself
naturall7 seeking for tb.e rigb.t
word d11igent17 1 with a reeling
tor its sound and ita Plfce in
text, but it turned out ~bat the words he bit on were never
classical but seemed to come
right out ot the mouths of men,
tbat an older leas native
afmbol could not have hetd ••• loa
!he poet has been acclaimed the aost advanced poet in the
field of tree

on

ver~e.

In this respect,he follows Whitman closely.

its first appearance 1 tree verse was attacked in universities

and colleges as undesirable,and Sandburg tried to convince the

professors and students of ita worth•while qualities.

'
He travel-

ed over the coantrr w1 th his banjo, strumming out his irregular
lines in his deep, resonant voice 1n the lecture rooms ot
numerous universities and winning
cause.
native

.A. t

the same ti•, he

cbaracteristi~s

mor~

and more

explained~ that

disci~lea

to h1s 4

native li.f'e and

required native language and that greater

treedaa of expression was an 1Dherent neceaait7.

His opponents

were members of the classical school,who believed in the old
poetry form and resented anJ innovations.

Impressed b7 Sandburg'•

interpretation o.f' his poet17 with his emotional appeal, the
majorit7 have been convinced ot ita valuable attributes.

In his

propaganda speech for tree verae,he can•t understand wb7 so-call•
l08Jo:nea, Llewell'J'D, Firat Im.preaaiona, P.54.

I
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ed American poets write of "Egyptian mysteries, Greek temples am
Chinese dragons and many things European and Asiaticul09 and
"there may be fou.nd frequent delicate tributes to the gold-fish
..?

while the muskellunge is neglected ••• even though it has more
color and formttllO
He deplores the use of words that a1e inadequate or do not
suit the requirements of the prairie nature.
and

11

11

Book languagettlll

the verbiage of deadttll2 are extinct,and only the speech of

present day people should be employed.

The manner of life of

these people, their experiences and environment are creating a
new vocabulary and a new expression.
According to Sandburg, American women possess as much glamor
as foreign women do; North Dakota prairie sunsets are just as
colorful as those admired in Europe, and the Ozarks and the
Rockies rate as high in beauty and majesty as any Swiss

mountai~

He concedes that this admiration for foreign natural beauty may
be only temporary.,and cites

~whitman

in his belief that the future,

will first prove the superiority of the American scene:

_

uwalt Whitman had a comment c£ his own on Leaves of ................
Grass
that's worth remembering- 'My book is a candidate for the
~---

109Harry Hansen 1 Midwest fortraits 1 P• 61.
llOibid.
lllibid.

-

ll2Ibid.
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future.'

He had a sense of the world in

..

the hobo aversion

fl~~,

to all things fixed and fastened down, a habit of thinking and
dreaming more about tomorrow than yesterday.

Ever notice how

...;

much there is in to•day's paper about to-morrow • the atmospheric
weather 1 the political weather 1 the financial weather 1 the labor
weather the war weather - to-morrow ••• ?!l3
Sandburg's arguments won him many followers but also some
bitter critics.
ed.

One line, especially, has been strongly confumn•

The poet attempts to assert his condemnation of all things

outmoded and of past tradition.
11

Like Whitman, he believes in t:te

here and now" and the future; one must forget and destroy any

connections with the past because they have no place in the new
society being constructed in a new land.

He expresses this

sentiment in the line:
The past is a bucket of ashes ••• ll4
Critics have cited the phrase,

11

ashes of the past 11 , as an

over-worked poetic phrase thDt once was considered poetical,but
the use of the word, "b1lCket 11 , was unforgivable

becf~use

it bas n<

poetry in it and is ugly enough to sug 6 est a janitor's garbage
can.

It can be seen with what resentment the classicists treamd

any new forms,and how difficult it was for them to readjust thei
ancient codes to any modern changes.

Other critics assert that

ll3Harry Hansen, Midwest Portraits, P• 62.
ll4carl Sandburg, "Frairieh, in Cornhuskers, P• 11.
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the poet does not break down the rules o:t meter and that he
respects the restrictions o:t the older poets.

!hey maintain that

be regards tor.m to a greater degree than a majorit.J ot the
present-day

writera~tor

..?

these tind their pattern alreadJ worked

out tor them and the,- construct aceordingly,but Sandburg\retusing
to follow the set designs, muat be watcft'ul eveJ!'3' moment.

'l'hia

is ditticul t to concede,t'or tb.e poet, like Whitman, has denied
that he uses

aJQ'

torm. 'l'hey proceed to sar tba t, trom the

mechanical point of view, he applies "the most pedantic
contrivances ot tne English poets; the device ot quantitative
s,-Uable rb.y'tbm ••• ttll5

The selection t'rom "The Cool Tombs" is

anal7zed:
Poeahon tas ' bod:f, lovel7 as a
poplar, sweet as a red haw in
Bovember or a pawpaw in K&J-d1d abe wonder! does she
reaember - 1n the dust • in
the cool tombs ••• yll6
The rlqt.ba exists in the s,-llable lengths; stress or accent
is not the basis ot their particular awing.

Since arq rb.y'tb.Dl in '

a Sandburg poem is revealed in its correct oral reading, each
&J'llable must be given ita proper length.

Onl7 by master!Dg the

art ot' the correct reading ot his poetr,., that is, b'J' giving
certain s,-llablea length and others brevi tJ' can the secret ot his
ll5Jones, LlewellJll, Firat Impression'!, p. 54.
ll 6carl Sandburg, "The Cool Tombs," Cornhuskera, p. 120.

r
'11

tor. be disclosed.

Inaccurately read, the phrases: "Did she

wonder? - does she remember •••

t••

would have

11 she"

a short

syllable in each case 1 but the real reading is:
Did she wonder?
Does she remember ••• ?
The paragraph is divided into lines ot two teet each, with
the exception of the second "sweet as a •red haw in November ••• "
which has :tour and the penultimate ·line ot one "In the dust •• •";
the division ot tb.e

last line be1Dg:

In the cool/tombs •• •
In order to effect a slow pace 1 the poet joins the long

syllables, not two in one toot and spondees, but allows the.
syllables to run into each other, reducing the tempo to a greater
extent.

Perhaps Sandburg unconsciously employs this method, but

it is a detinite system or plan with resulting beauty and uniqu«fness in rh7thm.

!hus,one critic has attempted to explain the

poet's masterful technique atter a material investigation and
analysis, but his tree verse rhythms are his own and cannot be
duplicated 1even taough each line has been physically broken down
into its original elements.

At times,he is boldly individual

speaks thoughts in an original language with the resUlt of a
contused mixture of harsh sounda,not at all soothing to his
listeners.

Yet an underlJing beauty is discernible.

In

SOJI8

poems, his verse rbytluu are rough and boisterous as when he
deac,.,_bes Chicago.

Ill his war poems, his r.b1'tbms sound like

I
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pounding guns, and when he answers Bill7 Sunda7, he adopts the
swing of heaVJ prose.

Other movements awing to the other extreme
H1s uaa.n,. purel7 l71'iC

becoming light, fancitul. and delicate.
..?

poeliiS, aome of which are "Beachy," "At a Window" "The Road and
the End" have a prlmord1al,baa1cal,aeathetic quality, and soand
"as of the ebb and flaw ot the t1denll7•
His l'Jl'iC poetry is constructed on a definite metrical
pattern of either tbree time or four time accent, with the latter
occurring more trequentl7 with some apondaic values.
syllables in succession produce

ve~

Four long

expressive effects.

He ex-

tends the laws of metre to include .a greater number of SJllables
to the bar and a more frequent use or rests.

In tour time

measures,contrastlng effects are attained as staccato steps 1n
"Gone", and. a slow1 plodd1ng strain in
'

'

"our

Prarer of Thanks."
d

..

A.

slow four tima beat is realized 1n "'l'he Great Hunt and changes to
three time for the final stanza.

A. three time beat, almost

straight iambic is the scheme followed in two poems of contrastI

ing tempo "Bringers", and "Four Preludes on Plarthings ot the
Wind."

Sandburg has broadened "the r}qthmic range ot poetry"ll8 b7
caretully listening tor his rbJthma and accenting them with
ll7Harr1et Monroe "Carl Sandburg" in PoetrJ, Vol. XXIV
(1924) P• 321.

118Ib1d.

r
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1Df1n1 te care and solicitude.

...

Yet some ot his linea cannot be

scanned at all, but they can be sung or chanted.

Rupert Hughes
I

nas set three ot his poeu to mu.aic 1n hie

..;

!!!:.!!. Verse Songs

namely, "The Prayer ot Steel,• nar1cklayer Love," and "Lost."
!he last mentioned one possesses a melancholy, 1Jr1c pensiveness:
Deaola te and alone,
All night long on the lAe,
Where tog trails and mist creeps,
The whistle ot the boat
Calla and cries unendingly,
Like some lost child
ID tears and trouble
seeking the harbor's breast
And tbe harbor's eyes ••• ll9

Whitman•• form possesses traits almost identical with
Sandb'llrg 'a.

-

Leave a of Grass contains maiJ7 lines of prose 1n

which no use ot rhyme, stanza. or any t7Pe ot meter ia apparent,
although D18J1Y passages tall into regular aetrical beats.

His

poet17 must also be read orally 1n order that the rhJ"thm may be
comprehended.

Only a listener with a delicately attuned ear can

appreciate and recognize the rhythmical modulations ot the
I

various linea.

!'he rhJ"thma are as mixed and varied as the modern

poet's movements ot verse.

In a selt-oriticiam, Whitman admits that he will construct
his verse on a meter, tree and unhampered by a.n.y set rules and ot
an irregular length ot l.ines.

On

closer examination, a certain

regularitT
appears
in the rise and tall ot the linea.
'
.
119carl Sandburg_. "Lost" in Chicago PoelU. P• 7.

The poet
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contested the traditional 1dea of a set standard of beauty in
poetry.

Be was convinced that real poetry is not constructed on

a carefully laid out diagram nor does it proceed from a pre•
conceived design.
f~

..,

!be inner force of the poet regulates whatever

it considers appropriate for ita expression.

The value of a

work of art cannot be determined bJ meaSFing and counting an
equal number of beats 1n a line or linea 1n a

at~UUa.

Poetry,

like his, ma7 be difficult to underatand,and he advises:
For to such as you anyhow such
a poet as I?
therefore leave ~ works,
.lnd go lull yourself w1 tb. what
you ean understand and with
piano tunes,
For I lull nobody, and~ you will
never understand me ••• 120
'l'b.e poet • s aim will be to convey his own thoughts 8nd

emotions by means of rlQ1ihm1cal expressions, no ma,tter what form ·•
they m&'J asaum.e.

Therefore , since his rb.ytbJDs do convey the

American apiri t, tb.e excitement and rush of great ei ties, they
are at times loud and vehement.

H1s native aptitude tor rhythm. ia powerful.

Be wri tea of

the seat
I behold from the beach your
crooked inviting t1ngers ••• l2l
120walt Whitman, "'fo a Certain C1v111an" 1n Leaves
P• 399.

121Ib1d., P• 29.

SJ.!

Grass.
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e rhythmic effects occur frequently in Leaves of Grass
~asing

and gratitJing.

In addition to the hexameter,

\eouplet,and the common blank verse, even rhymes
/

'

_ • -- -.lll Wb.1 tmarJ.' a

poetry,

aitf

~

form is corz-ect when 1 t is

secondary to tne feeling or emotion.

He explains:

'fb.e words ot the true ~081118
give you more than poems •••
'!hey do not seek beaut"J', tb.e7
are sought
Forever touching them or close
upon them follows beaut,..I
longing, fain, lovesick.422
In all his poems, the determining structure ot the form is

this innate

~pulse.

!be poem, in Whitman's conception, is to· b

the declaration by the poet of tbe sentiments
to all people.

'l'b.ese include mar17 attributes as gentleness,

bluntness, humility, sympathy 1 coarseness, typical of all

man-~

Sometimes the poet uses tne Anglo-Saxon tour-stressed alliterative verse:
Down-hearted doubters, dull
and excluded ••• 123
·
!he six-toot anapaest is represented by the following line:
And I know that the hand of
God is the elder hand of rq
own •••l24

l22Ibid., P• 282.
l23Ibid., p. 62
l24Ibid.' p. 10

I

'16

yet, the metrical.

~angement

..

ia discerned not through reference

to tb.e single line but w1 th reference to the entire paragraph ot
linea.

A particular rhy'tbm can be illlpa.rted onl7 atter page atter

page has been read orall7•

....

!be true artist must create quick17

witn no discussion and with complete certainty.
be

what the im.pulae desires it to be.

ps syllables cannot be

enumerated to reveal the mechanism, the
accounted for.

!he torm shall

~sic

is present and un.

Like in Sandburg's case, anal7sts have dissected

Whitman's linea to formulate some fundamental theories on which
his form ia based.

The7 ba ve devised a technical s·cheme that

solves all d1tficult1es and retutes Whitman's own statements tbat
his torm is 1Dnate and not to be measured.

!his is d1acla1DledJ

and the tact that he disclosed in hie prefaces that he intended
to mould his thoughts to tb.e movement of his emotion in nature 1r
in trutn does not impress thea in the least.

First, he did not discard the old devices of poetrr namely,
assonance, alliteration, stanza, retrain, return and at times,
rhrme.

His "revolution"l25 involved three facta: a new emphasis

upon old refrain devices, like epanaphora,and epanalepais; the
const~ction

ot stanzas and larger units on the basis of

"rhythmic balance"l26 and "paralleliam" ;12'1 his use of the old
l25s.. Bradl8'J' ".Fundamental Metrical Principle in Whitman' a
Poetr7" 1n American Literature, Vol. X (1939) PP• 43'1-59.

126Ibid., P• 457.

l2·rib1.d..... n. 458 ..

I
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English meter based on tne rbftbDdc period between the stresses.
But the

of the above study admits that in spite of his

au~or

detailed technical studf,his discovery would have little point
><?

bUt tor 1lh1 tman 's genius bf which he was able to transfer his
particular sense of rbytnm into phrases that aJDbolized the
emotion that he telt at the moment.

Th~s

despite critical

analyses and profound examinations of the worka of both authors
concerning the principles of tneir form,no definite conclusion
can be reached.

The onl,- explanation interred is that the inner

surge of the creative genius of both artists dominates any fora
or meter, and that it is mereq used as a means to an end.
Another mechanical peculiarity common to both authors is
their simil.ar a tt1 tude towards the use of language, grammar and
especiallf individual words.

Among Whitman's superior talents is
•

his control. of the muaic of words and his capacity' to construe
and compose phrases of beauty as wel.l as meaning.

In lines where

he baa tried to combine his thought with the formal method, the
thought loses ita desired and impressive meaning.

His

spontaneous feelings required a tree flowing, and undisciplined
/

language; he knew that the formal speech of the classicists could
serve his purpose.
His objectives in style are as definite and clear as his
form; he attempted to transcend the common language; to release
human

th~t

from the enforced restrictions ot the accepted
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terms of speech. Words mean nothing unless tney proceed trom the
needs of the human mindt
Were 7ou thinking that those
were the words, those vright
lines? those curves, angles,
dots?.
lio, those ere not the words,
the substantial. words are in
the ground and sea,
They are in the air, they are
in you ••• 128
Whitman was positive that language is derived from and is
made b7 the every-CJA7 people :
Language is not an abstract
construction of the learned or
of d1ction&r7 makers, but is
something arising out ot the
work needs, ties, jo7s,
affections, tastes of long
genera tiona of human! t,., and
has its bases broad and low,
close to the ground. Ita
final decisions are made b7 the
masses, people nearest the concrete, having most to do with
actual land and sea ••• l29
He explains that the proper and accepted words of toda7 were'
once slang,and lived on because they were
pression of th.e people.

necess~

to the ex-

Because his poetry 1a so close to the

people, he professes to use 8.nJ words that will suit his fancy.
Consequently1 we

~ve

in Whitman a free and changeable language

l2Bwalt Whitman, "Carol of Words" 1n Leaves

.2£

Grass, p.216.

129walt Whitman, "Slang in America" in Prose Works, p. 405.

..
baaed on the theor7 that poet~ tor America must be appropriate
and DD18t follow the rules

or s1mp1icity,

In addition to words

fl'om foreign la~agea like "camerado•l~O "libertad•l~l •enmasaenl32 "eid&lonsul33 "reaum'ul34 11 ex~t,nl35 n.Americanoa"l36

'

"accouchezttl37
,

li8D'J

11

'

'

'

'

reapondeznl38 "allona 11 139 •salut au Jlonde"l40
l

.

ot which he uses incorrectl'J •

'

and ;ae use

'

ot slang. he coin&!

queer words of his own deviaing,"daint,y dolce affettaoao~l4l •h01

-

130wa1 t 'lh1 tman • "To a Certain Civilian" 1n Leaves of Grass.
P• 399,
131Ib1d., P• 158,
l32Ibid., P• 431.
l33rb1d,, P• 520,
134Ibid,, p. 495,
l35Ibid., P• 279.
l36Ib1d., P• 355,
l37Ib1d •• p, 217,
l38Ibid,, p. 211,
139Ibid,, p. 191.
l40rb1d., P• 127,

14~1d., p, 249.
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plenteoua"lf2 "how ap1r1tual"lt3 and "how resumJ.nl44
Sometimes he uses phrases that are neither poetical,
grammatical or English:
City
Cit,r
sung
make

of orgies, walks and J07s,
wham that I have lived and
in your midst will one dAy
7ou illustrious ••• 145
or

0 J'OU whom I often and silently
come, where you are that I may
be with you ••• l46

Whitman aeeme to have a satisfaction in opposing tne
traditional demands ot convention.

The catalogue violates all

the rules of writing,but it is used by Whitman with great effect
to signif)' the continuity and endlessness of things.

In this re-

spect, the catalogues have artistic importance as an expression
of the poet's j07 in the mere fact of existence.

He not onl7

attempts to overcame the trite use of words in order to present
the truth; but the construction of many of his sentences and
142Ibid., p. 326.
1 43 Ibid., p.326.
l44Ib1d.
145Ib1d.,

P• 272.

l46Ibid., P• 281.
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paragraphs, his odd and incorrect grammar> are due to his plan to
keep words in a secolldary place.
participles is

The use of a detached string of
verbs ent1re17•

frequent,and,so~times,he·omits
;

...

In this wa7,he continually remindS the reader ot the implications

of speech.

So firm was his desire to stress importance of

thought, that he,himself, claims to have 1at tor hours over a
/

completed piece of poetry,looking for cliche words and phrases
replacing them with expressions of his own invention.
I

I

The old poet was hoping far possible protegees when he

__ _

d-escribed ....._
Leaves of Grass as the beginning of something •
~

Sandburg's specific characteristic of using correct words and
slang, tne mixing of cheapness and rich quality,would have
satisfied Whitman.

In the incomplete sketch for a projected

lecture,he seemed to be soliciting poets of the Sandburg type • ....
In An American Primer, he is convinced that, when a poet uses

-

words, he uses th' ngs:
Words are magic ••• l!mber lasting
fierce words. .Do 70u suppose
the liberties and the brawn of
These States have to do only with
delicate lady-words? with gloved
gentlemen-words?
What is the fitness-what the
strange charm of aboriginal names?
Monongahela - it .rolla w1 th
venison and richness upon the
palate •••

•••American writers will &how far
more freedom in the use of names

82
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•••American writers will show
tar more freedom in the use of
names. !'en thousand common,
idiomatic words are growing and
are toda7 grown, out ot which
vast numbers could be 1WJ&d b7
American wr1 ters, w1 th meaning
and effect - words that would
be welcomed by the nation, being of the national blood ••• ~47
Sandburg uses diction to suit his lood.
Bunkshooter~

the common man sneers at the

In "To a Contempol'J"

~pocritical

hysteria

of a frenzied spell-binder speaking on religious themes.
Where do you get that stuff? •••
Go ahead and :bust all the chairs
you want to •••l48
Assailing the town in "The Sins of
"a loafer lagging

alo~."

Kalamazoo~

he calla it

Describing corruption in politics, the

gangster says:
Hotb1n' ever sticks to

~

fingers,

nab, nab., nothin' like that,

But there ain't no law we got to
wear Jd ttena - huh - ia there!
Mittens, that's a good one Jllittensl

!'here oughta be t law evel'J"bOdJ
wear mittens ••• 1 9
147walt Yfh1 tman, quoted in ~ ~ I£!
by Louis Untermeyer, P• 98.

a

perican Poetn

14Scarl Sandburg, "To a Contemporary Bunkshooter" in
Chicago Poems, P• 61.
149carl Sandburg, "Sins of Kalamazoo" in Smoke ~ Steel,
P• 49.

The entire book !a!, People, !!!, ( 1936) over-flows
American words and phrases.

w1 th

Sandburg's power in word usuage !s a

direct answer to Whitman's observance that,before

th~

future

poets could become strong, the7 must learn the use of puissant
words; he believed that true artists should be simple and direct,
devoid or politeness and obscurit,..

He respected forceful and

vehement words and expressions.
Sandburg's language ranges from tine,pure speech of his
lyrics to the rough ,crude vernacular.

Hot satisfied with the

common and tried language ot the da7, he

prefer~

using words ot

'

his own making,yet he manages to give these expressions a true
beauty and grace.

He uses descriptive phrases as "big stutr~l50

and "red guts"l5t which represent strength.

He esteems the

physical qualit,. of strength ver,. h1ghl.7 1 as portrayed in "Killer~
and "Fight".

Both poets have experienced manual labor and their

writings have profited.
perience.

Their writings abound in sensuous ex-

They are particularly sensitive to physical stimuli as

well as to sounds, textures, scents,and especially colors.

When

they conceive their subjects ardentl7, their rhythms and tone
quality are above the average; still, on occasion, they, can be
clamorous as typified by Sandburg:
150aarl Sandburg, "Killers" 1n Chicago PoemS, P• 85.
151Ibid.
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...

Drum on your drumS, batter <moon
your banjoea, sob on the lonarng

cool winding aaxaphonea.
to it, 0 jazzmen ••• ~52

Go oo

Sling your knuckles on the
bottoms of the baPPl tin pans~s,
let your trombones ooze, and ~
go huaha - huaha - hush w1 th t1
the alippeey sand-paper •• ~15353

Beat I beat 1 drums I - Blow I
bug1eal blowl
.
1'brough the windows - thJ:ao~
doors - b~at like a ruthleaesa
force ••• l 4

Ria muaical rhfthm excels innMonotone": :
The monotone of the rain 1a
beautiful
And the sudden rise and slow w
relapse
Of the long multitudinous ra~&in.
'rb.e sun on th.e hilla is beauttat1ful
or, a captured aun-1ust sea flt':"lung,
Bannered with. tire and gold •••••

A face I know is beautifUl
With fire and gold of slq aneflad sea,.
And the peace ot long w~ ra•ainl5o
l52carl Sandburg, "Jaz~ Fantasia" in SmQaoke ~ Steel, P• 63
153rbid.
·

l54walt Whitman, "BeatJ Beat& Drumsl

364.

1n .:. Leaves

!!£

Grass,

155carl Sandburg, "Konotone" in Chicago ~ Poema, P• 118.
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I

So Wh1 tman offers in "out of the Cradle Bndlessl'J Rocking"
the same musical

r~thm

and beautifUl worda:

Shine I shine I shine 1
Pour down 'JOur warmth, ~..sreat Sun1
While we bask we two together •••
Out of the cradle endl.essl'J
rocking,
Out of the mocking-b1rdl throat,
the musical shuttle,
out of the ninth month midnight,
over the sterile sands, and the
fields • be,-ond where the child,leaving his bed, wander •d alone,
bare-headed, barefoot •••
Sandburg • s _poem "Fog" has become popular among grown-ups
and children throughout the count17 for its picture, music,

rhythJa,and comparison:
The fog comes on little cat feet.
It sits looking over harbor and
cit'Y' on silent haunches
and then moves on. • .156

-·

Beaut,r of effect is attained b,y both writers 1n the use ot
words that involve the senses.

The artists, ver,. sensitive to

their ever-changing surroundings whether nature or hu.JU.r.-beings, '
were able to transfer these various sensa tiona to their poetey
b7 adequate words.

Everywhere in their works are found the words

representing sight and sound.

In their catalogues, the,. list

impressions received through the e,.e, ear, and the sense of toucb
In his tb.renod7 on the death of President Lincoln, Whitman

emplo7s the three senses of smell, sight and hearing:
156Ibid. P• 71
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...

Lllac and star and bird twined
w1 th the chant of Jl!1 soul ••• 157
The fragrance of the lilac, the brilliance of a star1 and the
sweet song of a bird are used to advanwe.

Sometimes he

deliberately mentions this effectual device as 1n "Salut au
'Monde":
Such gliding wonders& s!ch sigb.ta
and aounda ••• &l58
After some linea, the question is asked "What do you hearWalt Whitman.?" In response, tbB poet answers with. nineteen "I
hearts.•

When asked what he sees, he answers with ninety-seven

vivid descriptions of tne same number of pbfsical objects.
Ool.or delights both poets, particularJ.y the colors deacrib1ng the B1q both by night and by day.

Pictorial. beauty caught

Wh1 tman • a eye:

As I slowly hobble up the lane
toward day close, an incomparable
sunset shooting 1n molten sapphire
and gold, shaft after shaft,
tbr0\18h the ranks of the longleaved ~o~, between me and the
west ••• 5
15'1walt Wb.1tJian 11 "When Lilacs Last in the Door-7ard Blcom'd"
in Leaves or Grass, P•-413.
l58xb1d~, p. 127.

l59walt Whitman, ~pecimen Daz.l!., P•· 93.

..
In another place he attempts to differentiate between

various shades of green:
The rich dark green of the tulip.
trees and the oaks, tbl gra7 of
tbe swamp willows, tne dull huea
of the BTC&aores and black-walnuts 1
the emerald of the cedars (after
rain) and the light yellow of the
beechea ••• l60
•
~ver-color

and amber were applied frequently.

When

watc~

ing the sea, he sees:
••• the amber rolling waves,

changing as the tide comes 1n
a transparent tea-oolor •••l61

to

The night revealed •D:J hues and

tints. verr often the7 are blueblack and starry. The aoon is
"a lady' dressed in shimmering and
sh1fti~ pellucid green and tawny
vapor 11 162 or "a transparent bluegraT" 163 or nan aureole of talmJ'
transparent brown"l64 and clear
vapory 11ght-greennl65

161Ib1d.,
l60zbid.

p. 187.

l62Ibid., P• 120.
163Ibid.
l64Ib1d~

165Ibid.

.•
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...

Words suggestive ot sound appear next in frequency.

The

bumble-bee has "a loud swelling perpetual b.um, varied now and
then by sametbing almost like a sbr1ek ••• "l66
....

When birds migrate at night, he hears "a velvet,- rustle,

long drawn out ••• l67
As to the sense ot smell, the poet.could detect fragrance
in almost everything.

The odors ot apples. ot the cedar, and of

Indian corn are described repeatedly.

He learned to discern

many odors by night: those of grass, moist air, milk, willows.
dead leaves, swamps, green leaves, birch-bark, sea-rocks, shore
mud.

Sandburg displays the same aptitude in his choice of
sensuous words.

In "Fall time", his use ot color is discriminat-

ing:

....
Gold of a ripe oat straw, gold
of a southwest moon.
Canada thistle blue ~nd flimmeri.Dg larkspur blue ••• :t68
He uses "cornflower 7ellownlp9 and "copper sunburned
l66Ibid.. p. 85 •
. l67Ibid., P• 84.
l68carl Sandburg, Oornhuakera, P• 17.
l69Ibid., P• 16.
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woman ",170 as an au twm motif' •
"sheet of' red ember

glow~l72

prairies.

••

"Pearl gray hays tacks •; 171 and
describe the f'ar.m lands of' the

...

.

A small bird "chi ttersnl73 on a stalk, jazz music is "now

boom doom crashing angular, now tough monotonous tom tom ••• nl71
and prairie waters at

night sound like•"joined songs of' day end,

feathery throats and stormy waters, in a choir chanting new
psalms ••• l75
Odors are suggested by "pink peonies"l7~
"sweet as a red

"red roses"l77,

haw~l78

As a result of' the comparison · of' the technical trends of' the
two poets, the conclusion is that they, more than any other two
poets, agree as to the kind of' structure on which American poetr,
is to be formulated.

Free verse, freedom of expression, new

170Ibid.
171Ibid., p. 3.
1 72Ib1d., p. 25.
173Ibid., P• 15.
174carl Sandburg, !h!_ People. Yes, p. 24:.
175carl Sandburg, Cornhuskers, p. 13.
176Ib1d., P• 107.
17'7Ibid., P• 11.5.
178Ib1d.,
P• 120.

•
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words self-coined or otherwise, forceful descriptive words are
the factors necessary far the
thoughts and ideas.

re~ease

of native American

The restrictions of the classicists have no

place in American literature.

..?

Of greatest importance is the

innate creative impulse influenced by native surroundings.

T.ner

are greater and more interesting possiiilities in the American
scene than have as yet been discovered.
are the leading artists in the field.

Whitman and Sandburg
Form is secondar7 and is

not to be regarded except that it be adaptable to the character
of tne poet's message.
No other contemporary poet ha·s followed \1h1 tman as closel7
as Sandburg whether in form or theme.

At present, Sandburg is

regarded as a true representative of American life in artistic
fora.

....

..
CHAFTER V

The similarity between the basic principles underlying the
thought, theme, and form of the works 9f the two poets is
significant.

Sandburg is the answer to Vihitman's appeal for a

real American poet.
in

11

The older poet is prophetic when he exclaims

•

J?oet s to Come":

Poets to comel orators, singers,
musicians to comel
Not today is to justify me and
answer what I am for,
But you, a new brood, native,
athletic, continental, greater
than before known,
Arousel for you must justify
me ••• 179
Tremendously influenced by Whitman, he,more than any other
contemporary poet, fulfills and satisfies the demands and re"
quirements stated by the older poet in the use of free techniques
and novel democratic ideas in American poetry.

In his use of

free verse, in his American themes, and in his disregard of•conventional poetic speech,
modern poets.

~~tman

was a forerunner of the new and '

Both poets responded to the vast economic and

social problems of their respective rapidly changing eras and
were convinced that, as a result, all old ideas and traditional
standards were doomed.
New movements in literature are characterized by a distinct
179walt Whitman, "Poets to Come," in Leaves of Grass, P• 236.
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antipa~

..

and a definite antagonism toward all the traditions a

codes or their predecessors.. A].most all or the lfew England poet
made regular visits to Europe to translate manuscripts or

remai~

....

ed in their libraries,entirely oblivious to the great changes
taking place 1n the growth ot a 7oung nation.

Science and inven-

tion were transforming the thought and•the dail7 life of the
people from the traditional design to a new and incomprehensible
form.

1lh1tman based his hn.mani tarian

~inciple

discover,- of the oneness of the universe.

on the scientifi

The machine invention

caused mass movements of people from the provincial areas to
rapidly

gro~

cities.

Pactories sprung up,and with them came

the m1se17 and wretchedness of the indigent.

The modern age is

but a continuation of the materialistic advances of former 7ears.

..

More factories, more inventions, great pecuniary riches,and

fabulous wealth have been accumu1ated,but the creative impulses
have been made subservient to industrial gains.
The two poets repeatedly protest against the commercial
exploitation of human beings and the merciless attitude of big
business.

The i'u.ture of the count17 does not depend on the

success of mercantile establishments nor on the size of great
cities but on the kind of people who live in the nation,and whose
rights as individuals JIU.St be respected.

Both poets agree that

only belief in the creed and practice of brotherhood can a
democratic nation be regarded as successful.

The growth and

~
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..

crease of tangible wealth in the nation hal*not helped the cause
ot native culture.

The invention of modern conveniences
j

certainly has not acted as a stimulus :o the expression of
The iapertect1ons ot democracy still exist with

natural talent.
injustices;

~eretore,diaillusion

and pessimism result from the

existing conditions and greater realism.ia evident in Sandburg.
Wh1 tman and Sandburg were born ot poor, h.ard,.world.ng
laborers.

Their childhoods were spent 1n the country, which late

each one pictured effectively in his poems.

Leaving school at

about the age of thirteen,both poets experienced lives of manJ
and varied impressions.

Both were ·born into cond1 tons which kep

them 1n close and vital contact with the kind ot experiencesJthe
social interests, and situations which they were able to inter-

..

pret with genuine discernment, deep power and rare imagination •
They were born in places that gave easy approach to open fields
and prairies, to great cities,and that brought them in contact
with the working classes of the American democrac7.

In Wh1 tman 1

the quaker tradition lett a profound faith in human divinity and
a tree

atti~e

toward religion.

.

Sandburg's creed was formed by

his daily contact with laboring people.

The older poet's

aympath.'y tor humanity was so magnanimous that he bases his world
on the elemental trPes, thus denying recognition to all men.
Whitman's followers have professed that delicacy and refinement are signs of weakness and have exalted the primiti.ve forma
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ot strength.

Yet,culture is the development of man's essential

power and not the sublimation of the primordial 1nst1ncts 1 even
in a democracy.

No literature becomes permanent by the "exalta-

tion of the rough, the crude,

~e

unclean, the ph'Jaical ••• •180

The poets were profoundly impressed by the America which
they saw and with which they came in direct contact, the America

ot activity, of great energy, ot the common people,and of the unconventional, friendly mode of lite.

T.neir extensive travels

across the countr,., their daily association with various people
from all walks of lite, including those condemned as outcasts of
aocietr whom they encountered in their capacities as editors and
reporters

f~

large city newspapers, served to enrich their ex.-

perience and later, to portray American life with great poetic
force.
Their practice in journalism enabled them to present their
material in a manner moat effective and convincing for public
perusal.
The humanitarian trait is fUndamental in the books of both
poets and implies their deep faith 1n democracr.

The explanation

to Whitman's attitude is found 1n the inscription in Leaves .2£.
Grass:
Nor cease at the theme of One'aael.t. I apeak the word of the
1~am11 ton

Kable, Bac!tgrounda

.2!. L1 terature, p. 220
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..

modern, the word !!!-:Masse •••lSl.
The word "En-Masse" ror Whitman means ttthe divine average."
He desires his comrade to share "the greatness or Love and
.....

Democracy - and tne greatness or Religion ••• nl82
Thus democracy denotes the equal possession by all men and
women of all things in
spiritual.

life~ whether

th9 be physical or

It suggests that the simplest individual possesses

attributes that are divine and beautiful and must be regarded as
such.

In

Democratic Vistas, the poet discusses his views on the

question ot democracy and art in America.

He indicates that

despite rapid gains 1n material riches, America has not yet
produced a national literature corresponding to a modern
democracy.

He maintains that European traditions still influence

American institutions and tbat,unless they are replaced by native
....
forms, ,democracy can never assert itself.

It is difficult to

obliterate the past and futile to escape hereditary and racial
backgrounds,but democracy will produce a form of literature vary-,
ing from the ancient feudal systems.

Emancipated from. the severe

restrictions of the privileged class, informed by science,and
convinced of the divinity of the individual, the poet may encounter a new world of nature and humanitr which he may be able
18lwalt Wh1 tman, "Inscription" in Leaves .2! Grass, p. 431.
182Ibid., P• 244.
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to

interpret.

..

The lowest and most inconspicuous are given

exalted meanings which the poet must approach with sincerity and
simplicity, yet ever mindfUl of the truth.

The class of human!

~

must include all groups of peoplesexclusive of the aristocrat,
because of his anti-democratic principles - namely,the lack of
regard for brotherl7 feeling, the exces,ive exploitation of the
less fortunate,and his aversion to truth and morality.

The

democratic government,tor Whitman,haa only one s1gn1f1cance,that
is,the preservation ot liberty for man that he may enjoy lite
happiness.

All public institutions are maintained tor the in-

dividual's benefit.

He describes an ideal democratic community

where the citizen is the head and the otticials perform their
duties for remuneration.

All are comrades, healthJ fathers and

mothers,and the children depend on themselves.
The two poets

h1naanitari~

characteristics were emphasized

by the periods of war through which they lived,and which acted a
a stimulus to the production of poetrr in general.

The older

poet•s service as a volunteer nurse in the army hospital molded
and shaped the

char~cter

of his future writings.

He exercised

his philosophical theories into practice and was able to put
spiritual values into his raw material.

However,in contrast to

modern attitudes, he did not deplore or condemn the suffering
distress of humanit,r,but conceded that war was necessary to preserve the Union.

Modern poets, including Sandburg, view war

/
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·~··~-··-tically

and fail to give anJ reason for its existence.

strive to destroy ita glamor and prefer to portray it only
· as a means to an end.

..

. .,

Of Whitman it is said:

His realism, his concrete
pictures, his swing and freedom,
his Americanism, his intistence
upon message, ethic purpose,
absolute fidelity to the here
and now rather than to books ot
the past - all have been
enormousl7 influential. He is
the central figure of the later
period, the voice 1n the wilderness that failed its dim morning
and the strong singer of its high
noon ••• 183
·
Sandburg reflects these same characteristics.

"Fidel.ity to

the here and now," "concrete pictures," "realism," "Americanism,
•treedom," may be applied to both poets.

The7 both wrote of

plain, laboring, insignificant or prominent men; they were
familiar with rural communities as well as with cities and towns
tilled with vice and depravity.
in ita broadest sense.

Both have vital feeling, lusty vigor;

ther are equally American.
and

Their theme was .American life,

They chant of Aaerican cities, fi.., ...,.......

people in the accepted American phraseol.oSJ'•
The Whitman catalogue is identified 1n "Sins of

l~red Pattee quoted in "Whitman and Sandburg," !nglish
i_aurnal, Vol. XVII (1928) pp. 549.
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Here I saw churches with steeples
like hat-pins,
Undertaking rooms with sample
coffins in the show wi~ow
And signs everywhere, signs
satisfaction is guaranteed,
Shooting galleries where men kill
imitation pigeons,
And there were doctors tor the
sick,
And lawyers for peop~e waiting in
jail,
& dog-catcher and a superintendent
of streets,
And telephones, water-works, trolley
cars,
And newspapers with a splatter of
telegrams from sister cities of
Kalamazoo the whole world over •••
But the two poets differ in that Wh1 tman displays a broad
sweep ot vision,while Sandburg singles out details and portrays
def'ini te un1 ta of thought.

In Whitman, the vast panorama of the

...

world passes before the mind, but Sandburg hesitates and

conte~

plates "red barns and heifers that spot the green grass circles
around Omah.a,nl85 "the shanties that hang by an eyelash to the
hill slants back around Omaha, "186 "a span of steel that ties up
the kin of Iowa and Nebraska across the yellow big-hooped
Missouri R1ver ••• n.l87 While Whitman passes from one

sc~e

-----

so

184carl Sandburg, "Sins of Kalamazoo," in Smoke and Steel
P• 49.
185Ib1d., p. 26 •
. 186Ibid.,
187101<!.
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•

rapidly to another tbat the reader has little time to react
fully to each picture, Sandburg pauses to dwell on the smallest
particulars.

The younger poet is also more subtle 1n his ex-

pression of love tor humanity.

~

He does not theatrically proelaiB

his affection for the common people,but he sketches scenes with
great sympathy and compassion as
I wander down on Clinton street
south of Polk
And listen to the voices of
Italian children quarreling.
It is a cataract of coloratura
And I could sleep to their
musical tbreats and accusat1ons.l88
Yet,although Whitman wrote poems for the man in the street,
he has only been read by scholars, students and poets, because
he did not use the language of the people.

The younger poet has

reached the masses of American people,and is eagerly read by

th~

I

•

because of his use of midwest idioms, slang and colloquialisms
in expressing the common emotions. He manifests a diverse
selection of types, ranging from harsh realism to a tender reeling for natural beauty, and an uncertain attitude toward

~stery

similar to Whitman, yet his manner of presentation is simple,
d1rect,and comprehensible by all.

Both poets include poetry of

much natural beauty of the traditional sort among their works.
Fields, trees, birds, skyscrapers, steel mills and trains
188Ibid., P• 36.

fo~
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subjects of much comment.
Sandburg's use of contrast is pleasing and effective.
Against 11 dust and thundering trucks, barrages of street wheels
and lawless wind11 189 and factory smoke, he introduces clean whitE
curtains:

"Little white prayers at the windows ••• nl90

Whitman and Sandburg mark an advance in the history of

American national poetry.

The development of this art has been

more di.t'ficul t in America than in any other country •

The Un1 ted

States, alone among nations, has been farced to withstand powerful dehumanizing agencies converging at one time, namely,pioneering, puritanism and industrialism.

In addition,Americans ex-

pressed no great desire to cultivate their own experience and
.foreign culture was easily accessible for purchase and importation.

The result was a halt in American emotional life and a

worship of the mechanistic view of life with no artist capable to
.found the highest culture. Whitman founded and expressed the
American conception o.t' democracy,namely, that all humanity is a
vast fraternal organization in which no class or distinction is
recognized.
In his acceptance of science, his opposition to the classi-

cal and aristocratic ideals of the preceding age, he marked the

190Ibi d., P• 41 •
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rise of native American culture.

It was necessary for Whitman

to take democracy in its primitive form to prepare the way for
the future poet whose thoughts and convictions will be identical
with his own ideas,yet will be characterized by a finer

selectio~

and distinction 1n regard to spiritual and aesthetic values.
The future poet will commend the primitive powers of
humanity and respect the individual but, as an ideal, he will set
up a cultured man, disciplined and trained in his development.
Whether Sandburg is the desired poet of the future is yet to be
conclUded, though he is, at present, regarded as the foremost
American poet since Whitman.

Vigorously opposed to the exploit&•

tion of the lower classes and

~ndignant

at the commercialism of

the machine age which corrupts beauty and destroys happiness,
Sandburg frequently vents his anger in sarcastic menacing and
scornful utterances.

This has led to his being branded as a

propagandist by many critics who aim to detract from his quality
as a poet.

But Sandburg's accusations are never personal,and he

is positive that all men desire equality and justice in their
souls even though they perform deeds harmful to others outwardly.
From 1929 on to the war, th!3 literature resulting from the
depression intimates the fact,that the present economic system
fails to meet the needs of humanity, and must be amended in many
ways.

The poetry of this period reveals a resentiment and a

revolt against the tremendous power of materialism over the real
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and fundamental values of life.

...

TIT The modern poet influenced by

I

the disillusionment and the pessi~sm of. economic inadequacy,

I

refuses to accept the way of life ·

I

disaster of the depression.

that has resulted 1n the great
....

There.& afore, since he cannot escape

the forces of the man-made interna aational economic and social

influences of the present time,hisas

mai~purpose

is to participat

1n this extensive social conflict,:uand,consequently, politics be-

comes a f'undamental theme in a dwi:lindling world.

Yet1 it has been

proved that this revolutionary pro:oopaganda may be portrayed
artistically and skillfully.
How far this trend of thought tt of the 1930's will continue
cannot be foreseen.

The lot of

h~nity

in general has been

improved and more than that a falatse prosperity proceeding from
the Second World War has lulled
pleasing complacency.

writers into a satisfied and
.....
Anti-war prorrotestations have ceased

entirely,and all factions have
existence.

t~e

uni~ted

to wage a struggle for

The people feel that t:\t'the war is being .fought for
everybody desires to destroy

freedom and individual righta,and
tfranny and mass oppression.

the 1940's will be the exalta-

Perhaps the poetical idea of
tion of American principles

extol~ing

the rights of the people

and the condemnation of the

fanati~cal

conceptions of race

superiority and totalitarianism.

.

test for the rights of the common
~

Since this war is a bitter con
-

man,for whom the poets plead

--------------------------------'

.,...,
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so

~orcefUlly

all over the world, the anti-war attitude

1930's will be replaced by a

justi~ieation o~

contest raging between the soul
torces

o~

o~

the

the terrifying

humanity and the decadent
~

evil that seek to destroy it.

the spirit of world patriotism.

o~

The poets will express

..
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